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THIS ACTION
LAST NIGHT AT 6 O'CLOCK WAS IT IS BELIEVED
WILL ACCOMPLISH ' DESIRED
GIVEN AS HOUR FOR REPLY;
RESULTS
SILENCE
Nogales,
Mexico City, No. 13. Reports
that General Huerta had lied

.

from the federal capital were re- vived this afternoon, owing to
the inability of those interested v
in his actions to find any demiite
trace of him.
Rumors tkat General Huerta
was planning to take a German
steamer for Europe have been
current here for several days.
These, however, had not been
credited.
'
Owing to the fact that the
provisional president is not accustomed to observe any routine- it ia still regarded as probable
that he may reappear in his
usual haunts in due time.
At noon the American charge
d'affaires, Nelson O'Shaughnessy,
reported that there had been no
new developments in connection
with the demands made by the
United States government in re-gard to the Mexican congress.
Mexico

City,

Nov.

13

An official

notiifcatlon was published heer today under yesterday's date ordering
those Mexican 'senators and deputies
who were elected on October 26 to
assemble during the afternoon of Saturday, November 15, In their respective houses in order to effect their organization.
Provisional President Huerta showed no signs of weakening this morning, and the American embassy was
in a state of suspense, not knowing
what to expect next.
An early caller on Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the American charge d'affaires,
was the German minister to Mexico,
Admiral Paul Von Hintze, who arrived before Mr. O'Shaughnessy had
Breakfasted.
It developed today in the course of
the preliminary exchange of views
between John lind, the personal representative of President Wilson, and
the Mexican1 officials on the question
of dissolution of the new Mexican
congress, General Huerta advanced
the plea that he could not dissolve
it because it had been legally elected.
Mr. Linds reply to this was the
the
presentation of demands made by
United States government, accompanied by the declaration that what General Huerta had been able to do with
- the former congress he must do with
this one of his own creation.
Time Limit Set
When John Und early yesterday
(Continued

on Page Four)

Sonora,

Nov.

Carranza, head of the Mexican constitutionalists, said today he would
not .accept mediation in any form by
the United States or any other foreign government. He reiterated previous statements that the constitutionalists desired only the right to
Import arms and ammunition from
the United States.
Carranza Waits Reply
With President t Wilson in possession today of the answer to the proposition presented yesterday by the
American government, through William Bayard Hale, General Venustia- no Carranza, the patriarchal leader of
the constitutionalists' revolt against
Huerta, awaited today a reply from
Washington.
The proposition 'presented by Hale
is understood to have been that the
United States would open the border
for the constitutionalists" to obtain
arms If Carranza could guarantee the
establishment of order within a reasonable time and the foundation of
real representative government in
the southern republic. This would
carry with it the certainty1 6f the eli
mination of Huerta without the nec
essity of armed intervention by the
United States.
Constitutionalists generally expressed great pleasure today at the attentions bestowed upon them by the American government in sending Mr.
Hale as an unofficial representative
of, the Washington administration. It
seemed an auspicious augury a definite sign of success for the constitutionalists', and, as they put i, a
prediction of the redemption of Mexico. Yet the possibility of intervention by assembled forces of the United, StateB, the developments at Mexico City last night and the possiblitv
that Huerta might precipitate matters by some desperate act, worried
them.
To Carranza all turned today for
advice and counsel. He is the eldest
as well as the first chief of the constitutionalists. Although the entire
constitutionalist representation
was
present at the meeting all the talking
was done by Hale and Carranza. and
that was not much. A silent man, the
constitutionalist chief, racelved - (he
American proposal and studied it
more than a quarter of an honr before he couched his brief answer.
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SOLDIERS IN TRINIDAD DISTRICT REFUSAL TO ALLOW EQUALIZATION BOARD'S INCREASE IS
EXPECT SOME VIOLENT
SAID TO BE CAUSE
DEEDS

ARE RECOVERED
EFFORTS OF SUPER-

HUMAN ' CHARACTER

Denver, Nov. i3. The Colorado supreme court today took jurisdiction of
the suit brought by Attorney General
Farrar for a writ of mandamus ordering State Auditor Kenehan to issue
certificates of indebtedness to pay
the expenses of the national guard in
the strike zone. Hearing was set
for 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.

Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 13. Twenty
HUERTA persons were' killed
outright and 250
injured at an early hour today when
IT IS THOUGHT THE PROVISION- Central of Georgia passenger train
No. 18 fell through a trestle
four
AL PRESIDENT WILL GIVE
miles east of Clayton, Ala.
'
UP OFFICE..
The train,' carrying a capacity load
of people bound to the county fair
DEMANDS WILL DE GRANTED at Eufaula, was behind time and runThe engine and two
ning rapidly.
. '
coaches passed over the trestle
in
RECENTLY-ELECTECONGRESS safety, but ;the
remaining three cars
'
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED
went through tho elevated framework
and were wrecked.
TO SERVE
Relief trains have been dispatched
to the scene from all directions. Ac.13.
Nov.
President
Washington,
Wilson told the Washington corres- cording to information that had reached here at 1 o'clock five hours after
pondents today that he did not now
the wreck four .bodies hud been, reon
statement
a
contemplate, issuing
covered and Identified. Details were
the Mexican situation.
"There are elements in the case," meager.
he said, "which I canot at present discuss, but which make it look to me
McGUIRE "ALL iN"
New York, Nov. 13. George H.
very much more favorable.."
The president was asked what he
the Syracuse bonding agent,
meant by the word "favorable," and was etill in such a serious state tohe replied that he used it iti1 relation f day as a result of his ordeal on the
to the demand for the elimination of witness stand on Tuesday that he
Huerta.
was unable to resume his testimony
The president declined to reveal this afternoon at the John Doe inwhether developments at Mexico City quiry into charges that Tammany exacted contributions from contractors
(Continued on Page Five.)
doing state" work.
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Carlsbad, N. M,, Nov. 13. The recent report on conditions in Eddy
county, in which the traveling auditor of the state Informs Governor McDonald that there is a shortage of
over 16,000 in the accounts of County Clerk O. Quinn and alleges other
grave irregularities, is openly resented as malicious and insinuating in a
letter sent this morning by the beard
of county commissioners to the govsent to various
ernor, and1 copies
newspapers of the state.
The letter charges the auditor with
"numerous misstatements, great exaggerations and a misrepresentation
of conditions in Eddy county, apparently prepared with a wilful purpose
to injure the officers of the county."
It attacks Governor McDonald for
conspiring itt making the auditor's
claims
and
office a publicity bureau
that the report is punishment heaped
on the commissioners for opposing the
arbitrary increases in Eddy county
valuations.

Detroit, Mich., Nov,
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OFF?
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A total of

at least ton vessels and 167 lives wera
lost in the great blizzard that enveloped

the Great Lakes from

Sun-da-

THE TRAVELING AUDITOR'S REPORT ON
THE FINANCES OF SAN MIGUEL COUNT
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the"-opinio-

:

NO QUORUM

On account of

the

PRESENT
lack of a quorum

the city council failed to hold1 its
scheduled meeting last night ,

y

to a
compilation today of reports received
in Detroit from various points. In addition, 21 other vessels were partially
or wholly disabled, their crews escaping.
Soldiers Report Peace
Vessel owners' financial losses will
Trinidad', Nov. 13. The movements
approximate $",000,000. Three
probably
of the state troops were confined tovessels are still unaccounted for
large
day to expeditions to Segundo and
the Hydrus, Argus and Isaac M.
around and about Ludlow. In both
Scott of Cleveland.
places General Chase ordered that
More Ships Reported Lost
searches be made' for fire arms. The
,
Port
Huron, Mich.-- Nov. 13 Resituation at Segundo appeared serious
more
of
ports
missing vessels came
to General Chase owing to the refusal
in
but
toz banks had
today,
great
of the strikers to giveup their arms.
settled down over 'EJus Huron, and
findthe
of
Military investigation
the secret of the number and identity
ing of a quantity of dynamite near
of lost ships and men in the recent'
last
at
the strikers' colony
Segundo
gale was far from being revealed.
The latest reports were to the effect
A SHORT SESSION
that the steamer John A. McGean of
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 13. The Amthe Hutchinson Steamship company
in
was
Labor
of
erican Federation
of Cleveland had gone down. The resession less than an hour today. No
port came in today.
committee was ready to report and
tosix ships
until
Including the McGean,
the convention adjourned
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
may be on tha bottom of Lake Huron,
the understanding being
morrow,
and a hundred or more sailors ara
that the committees would spend the
certain to have been drowned.
almost
remainder of the day in working,
Washington, Nov. 13. Senate: Met The bodies of two men who sailed
oa
night is under
at noon.
the McGean are said to have beeu
into
divided
committee
Hanking
picked up today below Zarnia in tha
two sections to work on the adminisSt. Clair river. The steamer passed
tration currency bill.
here at 2:10 o'clock Sunday morning
bill to relieve
Senator Pittman's
and nothing had been heard from her
miners on the Seward peninsula from
since then, until tha reports came ia
performing certain work on their today. One of the McGean bodies
ia
of their destitution
The text for this evening's discourse is taken from Earnest's Epistle to the Governor, to the effect that claims, because
said to have been identified a that of
by recent floods and fires, was pass- John Cody.
.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San Miguel county, was short in his cash July 31, 1912, in the sum of $804.62.
This is one of the most serious charges made in this report and on its face is extremely discreditable to the ed.
to
this
27 bodies and
Up
morning
Sentor Chamberlain introduced a
treasurer. The explanation, however is simpl- - No such shortage ever existed. The traveling auditor knows
of all descriptions had been
wreckage
all
army
one grade
that not shortage existed. Before his report was filed his attention was called to the inaccuracy of this bill t advance
tossed up on the Canadian shore froiik
and navy and public health service
item and he himself corrected it The- real difference in
between
Point Edward, opposite here, north
account of Eugenio Romero ,as.
officers working more than six years to
actual cash on hand, according to the auditor,' was on July 31,- 1912, just 53 cents. '
Goderich. Life, belts, life boa ta
on tho Panama canal.
and water-soakeThe traveling auditor cannot even plead the poorexcuse of a mistake as ground for making this false
cargo bora evidence
Mon-daAdjourned at 1:30 p. m. to
to indicate that the steamers Kegiiia
charge against a public official. He stands convicted of making a false statement, knowing it to be false at
Charles S. Price, Wexford and Jamca
the time it is made.
,,
Met at noon and RepreHouse:
Carruthers were probably a! the botFor the truth of all this we point to referred to and I gladly avail myself thing under $200.. I stated that these
sentative Hensley of Missouri, made tom of the lake. In
the meantime,
checks should have been credited in a
a letter received today from Mr. R. of this opportunity to do bo.
speech in favor of a naval holiday the overturned derelict
lay in tha
During my incumbency as deputy his memorandum and then in my
L. M. Ross, now ihe secretary and
States.
United
for the
a
lake
miles
northeast
treasurer I handled, counting both presence he deducted
few
of hen
these items
treasurer of the Rovtbwe.uero Loan
Speaker Clark presented a W. C. T. as mysterious as ever. A diver was
collections and disbursements, about from his debit balance and slated
of
U. protest against the
and Building
association, but for four and
f
ready this morning to make another
million dollars of that it left a discrepancy of only 53
orations delivered at the funeral of effort to learn her
name, but ho hail
many years deputy treasurer of this public moneys. In accounting for such cents. This made a distinct impresAdolphua Busch, in the Congressional to wait until the
fog had lifted. AlHe is well known in this a large sum, made up of a vast num- sion1 upon my mind as I was natur- Record.
county.
ber of items and covering a long pe- ally greatly pleased to know certainthough marina men in tils "locality
community and his statements circulAdjourned at 1:41 p. m. to noon were still firm in their belief
riod of time, it was not at all impos-Bibl- e ly that only so insignificant an error
this
ate here at par. The letter is as folFriday.
forenoon that the overturned Etcaim-.that some errors might have had crept into the accounts of the
lows:
is the Regina, the latter's trw
been made, Partly for this reason, office.
To the Editor of The Optic.
were insistent to the contrary. T'h reand partly because of my official po- BROKERAGE FIRM FAILS
I am wholly at a loss to understand
Sir: In that portion of the report sitioni and responsibility, I was great- - why Mr. Earnest's report now appears
claimed their boat had a marked bow
New York, Nov. 13. The
of the traveling auditor on the finan- ly Interested in the audit of my
s
of H. B. Hollings and Company, as the result of a collision. The oow
it was before his attention was
cial situation of San Miguel county counts made by Mr. Earnest and his called to this error, nor will I assign the banking and brokerage firm, was of. the partially submerged ves:;( i
which refers to the cash account of assistants. After that audit had been a motive for his making and giving announced on the Mock
exchange was said to be smooth and r.ndama
'ed.
the treasurer appears an item "Cash completed Mr. Earnest showed me a publicity to a report he knew to be this afternoon.
It was certain, however, thsf
short July 31, 1912, $804.62." This memorandum of his account, calling incorrect. He certainly acknowledg-mThf firm was organized more than
item is referred to in the Santa Fe
of tha two steamers w.'m
attention of a seeming cash short-- ed his mistake and corrected it in '20 years ago and was one of the best
New Mexican on November 8th as the age of, some $800. It Happened thnt my presence. A copy of my
report known in :he finrinclal district, it much alike, and those who 5,f!i.'v
only actual shortage disclosed in the I had made a regular quarterly report, showing the item $1642.59 is still on has large inwettts in Mexico and that the mysterious wrnck wan thai
n
as of this same date, July 31, 1912, file in the treasurer's office, and all represented in this city several of of the Regina would not rhanw
report.
covered
of
a
the
entire
until
diver
two
institutions
ofof
the
financial
a
During
period
and comparison
wnt down
tha largest
accounts, its component checks were in tho
read her name. Tho t,t Qf
by this report I was deputy treasurer his and mine, quickly disclosed the fice when tho traveling auditor called that country.
of San Miguel county, was in the ac- error. He had failed to give credit for tha credit items.
is as follows;
Harry B. Holllings, senior member
tual charge of the treasuer's office, for three checks then carried in the
Ia Justice to Mr, Romero I should of the firm, was for many years a Three fio:n the hd.uier S,
n fr'!i
kept the books and handled the cash. cash, his statecmnt showing' checks add that all of tha checks making up close social and business intimate cf one unidrniiiir. d; f
I am entirely familiar with the trans- carried a3 cash to the amount cf the above item of $162.59 have since tho late J. P. Morgan. Amonr; his Trice; two from st
J1;-actions and affairs of that office and $S38.41, while mine showed $16.12.5'). been cashed, excepting one for about ether business intimates ,,9 William seven from steamer Cnrmin,;
K, Vaaderbllt, who was
associated from steamer Y,"e'!'mi.
recognize my responsibility for their The chocks for which he had failed $100, which is still carried.
with the Hollings firm for some timet The bodies are now 4htrh,u,-proper conduct. It is a pleasant duty to give credit wer one for $500, one
.Respectfully yours.
for me to explain tha charge above for about $200, and one for some- Uhore towns m ihn t'w. ;. ;,
ROUT. L M. LOSS.
jln. it 8 Mexican- enterprise.
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will give so much comfort he so practical so convenient during
the
With the apprbach of the national
sumptuous paland
evenings.
cool hours of the mornings
ace and vast, estates to a shack in a automobile show to be held In the
cold and barren country, and usually Grand Central Palace during the week
automobilists are
We are showing an.excellent variety of the popular "Bradley" and
only in story books are princesses of January
with
Interest
forward
as
But
extremes.
such
again
looking
to
subjected
"Keetch" lines and can supply the needs of the entire family with
truth In many cases surpasses fiction to the exhibits, many of which will
qualities. Our line includes all desirable colors and all sizes.
so the case of the Princess Belosel-sk-y be entirely new to the public, says
has
There
World.
York
transcends the inventions of ro- the New
been a considerable step forward In
mance, says the New York Suln.
many lines affecting the automobile
luxuries
This princess gave up her
and evidence of the progress made
of
faced
.
Knit Headscarfs and Mufflers
the
and
hardships
willingly
Our line of knit hoods has
revealed
were
never more in demand
a mining region with a brave heart. during the past year will be
never been so large and so vaat the show. Methan at the present and the
She is an American girl, a fact which comprehensively
sorts
ried, as now.
accounts for many amazing things"in chanical improvements of many
Bradley
styles were never
1914 cars, and
to
added
'
the
have
been
better.
her life.
New and desirable models in
with the wide variety
together
these,
Whit-tieTwelve years ago Miss Susie
all popular colors and styles, for
They offer the maximum in
of bodies which car manufacturers
a Boston girl, was married to
unare offering on their new types,
men, women and children.
style and comfort and in qualPrince Serge Beloselsky in Paris and
ity are unequaled.
flLoa VoufLGfl4.inStoro
doubtedly will be the features which
This popular line of knit
all her friends were deeply impressed
will attract the motorists' attention
We are showing a large
and she was called a lucky girl. Now
headwear must be seen to be
at the show.
of styles and colors.
see
to
it.
Ask
they are pitying her and saying, "One
appreciated.
Charles E. Duryea, a technical expert
more titled marriage followed by mis
auwho has been identified with the
fortune."
tomobile industry since its inception,
is
ScntkiSidoPlaja
But this was a love match, Miss has made a brief forecast of what
Whit.tier having brought the prince no the makers will offer in body imThe prince and princess got provements for next season; Says
dowry.
deep in debt, as they lived beyond Mr. Duryea:
tiful but easily kept so. The general uel B. Otero has received the follow- terest, whether on open account or on one of the most important subjects,
their means: When the reckoning
"Only a few years ago the autowith girls' social clubs coming next
that
was
a
found
came
it
change mobile was a single shape and style effect In motor cars is to combine ing rulings on the income tax from the certificate of deposit.
day
in importance. Discussion as to work
must be made and at once. The vehicle. A car had to be red and beauty, taste, service, speed and oth- W. H. Osborn of the treasury departfor the Y. W. C, A. among high school .'
as
which
of
moved
are published
genprince gave up his palace and
have a rear door or it was not ad er desired features into one harmoni- ment,
eral interest:
with, his family into a shack in Si mitted in society circles. The gaso- ous whole."
"CASCARET8" RELIEVE and. college girls will also come up,
together with foreign work in Japan,
It has been called to the attention
beria, where he had received a min- line and electric propelled machine
and China.
India
In
of
banks
Among the' emithe
that
treasury department
working was then purely a vehicle for pleasing concession, and
SOUR STIIACH nent sp'eakers who will address the
SICK;
to
are
certain
in
sections
clothes he got down to work.
pay
refusing
GIRLS!
WASHING
conSTOP
ure and display, and its use was
convention will be Professor Graham
for interest on bonds of
coupons
254.
The princess gave up her gay life fined principally to good roads In
Taylort of Chicago, head of the school
or
poother
states,
counties, cities,
Increased membership of boys' In St. Petersburg without a murmur fair weather. As the motor car beMOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOG- of
THE HAIR WITH SOAP litical subdivisions
civics, and Miss L. Holmquist of
of the United
and has accepted her lot with a light came more widely used it was fitted
I;!Fs from 18 to 63.
GED WASTE FROM LIVER
New
York, one of the leading secrewhen
not
are
such
coupons
States,
Pii.v! off insurance premiums.
heart. She has two children, and with bodies adapted to dally use, and
AND BOWELS
taries in Y. W. C. A. word in this part
ownerof
certificates
had
which
a
accompanied
table
by
Paiil for
pool
though their mining home is of the the process has been going forward SOAP DRIES YOUR SCALP, CAUSGet a
box now.
of the world.
ship, without deducting the normal
been pun lu: nd during a previous simplest, she has taken up her new ever since.
That awful sourness, belching of
ING DANDRUFF, THEN HAIR
tax
income
one
of
which
administration
the acid and foul
per cent,
life with the adaptability of her race.
secretary
"To many motor car users the body
FALLS OUT
gases; that pain in the
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. F. L. Willis,
law and the regulations of this deBaptist, Christian and Methodist They will be obliged to live there is the whole thin;.
This they see,
of the stomach, the heartburn, suffered greatly from asthma and
pit
soat
various
shall be deducted at
ladies served lunches
many years before the prince's debts ride In, talk about and jeyo: The
After washing your hair with soap partment require
nervousness, nausea, bloating after bronchitis. He writes: "I got no recial functions at the association.
are paid off.
faithful engine that pulsates under always apply a little Danderine to the the source of paying the interest on eating, dizziness and sick headache, lief until I took Foley's Honey and
removed
Gave a Christmas party for men
The princess has had a Biiit of the hood may be more necessary to scalp to invigorate the hair and pre- bonds of corporations, Joint stock com- means a disordered stomach, which Tar. Compound. It entirelyand
never
those
sensations,
choking
in
the
or
dormitory.
associations and insurance cannot be regulated until you remove failed td
residing
jeans made like her husband's and in their enjoyment than the body, but vent dryness. Better still, use soap as panies,
coman
and
easy
produce
Found positions lor 20 men.
this she goes out to the mines every being out of sight it is out of mind. sparingly as possible, and instead have companies.
the cause. It Isn't your stomach's fortable condition of the throat and
The secretary spoke at several day and watches the work. She is This
Please Inform all parties interested, fault. Your stomach is as good as lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
year bodies are being given a "Danderine Hair Cleanse." Just
churches of the city.
Drug Store. Adv.
interested in it.
ever. Inside and moisten a cloth with Danderine and giving the information wide publilcty, any.
more
attention
than
deeply
Advertised and furnished auditoThe princess' mother was, before out, fore and aft, top and bottom, the draw it carefully through your hair, that the income derived from the inTry Cascarets;
they Immediately
MORMON HEAD'S BIRTHDAY
rium for the Santa Fe railway's safety
marriage. Miss Lilly Chadwick, of body is being studied and bettered. taking one strand at a time. This terest upon the obligations of a state, cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
Salt
Lake City, Utah, Nov. 13.
meeting.
Boston, a sister of Dr. J. R. Chadwick Perhaps it Is only a line changed or will remove dust, dirt and excessive county, city or any other political sub- undigested and fermenting food and The seventy-fiftbirthday anniverAdvertised and furnished hall for
and the Boston physician has said of a shade of color has been modified. oiL In a few moments you will be division thereof, and upon the obliga- foul gases; take the excess bile from
of President Joseph F. Smith of
sary
the lecture of Dr. Fisher on the San his
tions
of
or
the
United
States
its pos- the liver and carry off the constipated
niece's action:
Maybe a little of the, width at the amazed, your hair; will not only be
the Mormon church was observed to
Diego exposition, which was attend
sessions, is not subject to the income waste matter and poison from the
"I was not surprised to hear it, for seats has been added to the dash, or clean, but It will
and
fluffy
wavy,
members of his family and
ip
ed by 400 people.
Susie was devoted to her husband, the curves have meen made much abundant, and possess an incompara tax, and a certificate of ownership in bowels. Then your stomach trouble day by
of the church throughout
Organized Sunday School Basketdignitaries
connection
is
with
the
or
ended.
A
will
coupons
Cascaret tonight
Prince Serge. Some of the stories more graceful. The quick detachable ble softness and lustre. .
regisball league, In which four teams parIdaho
and other states. The
Utah,
about the affair are erroneous. It has or folding curtains form a noticeable
Besides cleansing and beautifyln; tered interest orders for such interest straighten you out by morning a
Mr. Smith strong
ticipated.
finds
anniversary
not
will
be
box
from any. drug store will
been stated that the prince met Miss contrast to the separate and detached the hair, one application of Danderine
required.
Organized Boys' Basketball league
and
active.
Only
recently he returnThe interest coupons shall clearly keep your stomach sweet; li.ver ana
VVhittier in Newport. That is untrue. ones of the past, when one got wet dissolves every particle of dandruff;
with six teams.
ed from a long Journey to Chicago
bowels
"He has never been in America. She trying to get up his curtain that he stimulates the scalp, stopping itching show on their face whether they are
regu'ar for months. Don't and the
Readied high water mark for gynv
east, in the course of which
and, falling hair. Danderine is to the Issued by the United States or any forget the children their little insides he
nasium attendance, 1,000 men and met him at Pau, France, where she might keep dry.
at the dedication of sevpresided
was spending the winter, about 11
"It may be that moBt of these hair what fresh showers of rain and political subdivision thereof. If, how- need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
boys using the facilities In February.
eral churches belonging to the sect
Adv.
Increased the railroad membership. years ago. Later they were married things are only details, but perfection sunshine are to vegetation. It goes ever, they do not clearly show this,
of which he is the head.
"It has been stated that General Is made up of details, and the seeker right to the roots, invigorates and then, of course, an ownership certifiConducted1 summer boosting camp
President Smith was born in the
Y.
CANADIAN
W.
C. A.
for the purpose of advertising the cli Whittier was opposed to the marriage. for information concerning the pro- strengthens them. Its exhilarating cate should be required.
town of Far West, Mo., In 1838. As
13.
Nov.
Manitoba,
Winnipeg,
,
mate and scenery. Camp was visited He wasn't, but the family of Prince duct of the coming year must, be pre and
Banks, bankers, trust companies,
properties cause
all the principal Young Wom- ar boy he drove an ox team in the
by 1,000 people and entertained 250 Beloselsky was opposed to the mar- pared to see infinite pains taken with the hair to grow long, strong and and other banking institutions receiv- Nearly
en's
Christian
associations In the Do- Exodus of 1846 to the Salt Lake Vat
Thus only can superior beautiful.
guests. Finished reason with a def riage. It certainly was not a case details.
ing deposits of money, are NOT RE- minion and
many other women's clubs ley. After serving a number of years
Men! Ladies! You can surely have QUIRED under the treasury regulaicit of $5.90 and1 equipment worth of fortune hunting, for the prince good be built up. Motor cars for
aqd
organizations
throughout Canada as a missionary he gradually rose
knew full well there would be no 1914 are simply a step forward over lots of charming hair. Get a 25 cent tions (part 2) approved October 31,
$500.
are represented by delegates at the through the several offices of the
Had lobby retinted and beautified. dot."
all that has gone before. They must bottle of Knowlton's Danderine from 1913, to withhold at the source the triennial convention of
the National church until he succeeded Lorenzo
In St. Petersburgh, Prince
Conducted Jennie Brice trial, with
Serge 'be seen side by side in order that any drug store or toilet counter and normal income tax of one per cent on Canadian Young Women's Christian Snow in the presidency in 1901. Mr.
and his wife led a life which was their comparative beauties may be try it. Adv.
leading citizens taking part.
the interest paid, or accrued or accru- association- which
opened here today Smith is the nephew of the Joseph
Gave banquet to the participants in one long round of social pleasure. fully grasped and appreciated.
ing to depositors, whether on open ac- to remain in session until next Tues- Smith who founded
the Mormon
the Jennie Brlce trial.
The prince's uncle was the famous
counts or on certificates of deposit;
"In general bodies have been round
The questions to be discussed church and the cousin of the Joseph
day.
a
Organized the University club,
General Skobeleff, who was noted for ed out until there is hardy a corner
but all such interest, whether) paid, or at the convention touch on the educa- Smith who is
president of the Missocompany of men who meet each fort his courage and brayery.. He always or projection in sight on the putside,
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
accrued and not paid, must be in- tional, administrative, religious and uri-Iowa
which is known as
branch,
Innight to discuss matters of current
rode a white horse, dressed in white yet there Is not the freakish boat or
cluded in his tax return by the person social
phases of Y. W. C. A. activity. the Reorganized Church
of Jesus
terest
and headed his troops He evidently fish shape commonly supposed to
or persons entitled to receive such in The boarding house
question will be Christ of Latter Day Saitns.
Launched the winter lyceum course, had a charmed life, for he was never
13.
Nov.
The
Santa
N.
M.,
Fe,
represent stream lines. The dash has
which will furnish the best entertainven scratched in battle.
practically disappeared, so far as the school census of Sandoval county has
ment Cost $800.
The Duchess of Leutchenberg is the outside Is concerned. There is, of been received by the state department
Four hundred people attended Packprince's aunt, his father Is an aid-dcourse, a break at the junction of the of education. It shows a school pop
CAPITAL PAID
ard entertainment, part of the lyceum
camp of the czar and he himself was hood with the cowl, but the tendency ulation of 2,113 for 1913, as compared
SURPLUS
course.
$100,O00.OQ
an
to obliterate this and present a with 1,997 for 1912. There are now
and
of
master
is
150,000.00
the
Four hundred people attended' Mon-- ! horse
for the Grand Duke Vladimir.
smooth surface to the air as the vehi- but four counties in the state which
"
Wood
scientific lecture, a
travllle
One of the Prince Beloselsky's es cle speeds on its way. The body, have not sent in their school reports.
number on the lyceum course.
Blue Sky Law Needed
' Assisted 60 men who arrived here tates is a beautiful residence on the sides and doors have been brought up
state corporation commission
S
The
Island
seats
are
not
of
even
Kristovskl
in
till
at
the
the
Neva,
prominent,
out of money.
St. Petersburg. It was there the cou- and the sides of the body form an al- has received no annual report from
Held ten conferences ,with. parents
'
M
most straight line the full length of the Englewood Gold Mining company
D
Cunningham, President
of hoys belonging to the association. ple went to live. ; At once Princess
Hosklns, Casnibi
New
with
Mexico
at
Las
became
an
Praulr
the
headquarters
K
body.
Interesting
figure
8priner.
These are only a f?w of the larger
Lewis. Ass't. Cash
in the most fashionable suburb of St.
"The hinges and locks are of the Cruces, and in an effort to ascertain
of the association.
accomplishments
concealed
PeterBburgh.
and
tall
is
slender.
SS
L.
she
EC
variety, and even the va the status of the company, the comIf elaborated upon the record could
It was a common saying in St. cuum once formed at the rear has mission had written a number of the
be made much larger.
Petersburgh that when she entered a teen largely relieved by filling this officers of record for a statement as
On
drawing room she attracted no parti- space with an extended rear end in to why the annual reports were not
Pain 'n
and Rheumatism
"
I
Torment thousands of people daily. cular attention, but as soon as she which tires and supplies are carried filed. A letter was received today
Don't be r"e of these sufferers when began to talk crowds
comof
from
one
the
the
of
officers
No
at
side
does
the
the tire
longer
gathered about
for so little rnst you can get well rid
her.
suggest tire trouble, nor does It in pany, in which it was stated that no
of the pans
Foley Kidney Hlls beWhen first married she spoke good terfere with Ingress and egress. 'It meeting of the directors had been
gin their goo-- ' work from the very
first doso. They exert 60 airect an French and she goon acquired Rus- interfered with stream lines and is held for several years. He added that
action on trio kidneys and bladder sian and, as she waB
simple and un- much better out of sight at the back. every time he thought of the concern 9
that the nnlti and torment of backdesire to get on
in
affected
manner,
tactful and graci"Pans underneath and tops over- he had a
ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispell o. G. Schaefer and ous, she became very popular.
.
head all fall into this general scheme the trail of the promoters. He ad00
Red Cross Drn Store. Adv.
Everywhere in St Petersburg the of smooth, rounded beauty. Harmon- mitted that $5 was too mucin to spend
action of the prince and princess has izing with them is the finish. Quiet to wind up the corporation as far as
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
More BotMes Sold Each year
been commended. A long time ago colors on beautifying smoothed sur- the records of the commission went,
H is pbsv to understand why an
intermarried with faces, brought out with just a touch but that he believed it was as much
Increauina number of bottles Of Fo the Beloselsky's
ley s Honey ani Tar Compound la the Romanoffs, and because of this, of nickel, seem to be the thing now- - as his life was worth to mention the
Wm. Q. HAYDON
sold yearly..' Thos. Verran. 286 Ed the czar has shown favor to the
President
No longer does the gaudy subject to any of the stockholders, as
adays.
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H
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so
and
American
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Vice
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ofmoney
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at
President
already put
they
every Joint
brass, prominent
t reason when he writes:
fin
Yet when Prince Serge learned that fend both the eye and the' sense of into the company, that they were adD, T. HOSKINS
To'ey's Bone? and Tar Compound
Treasurer
has always p"oven an effective rei he was in debt he did not try to fitness. Nickel is practically
verse to putting any more real cash
edy, tiic!;1v relieving tickling; in the gain aid or position from
3
into it.
a
and
wtih
white
finish
any.powet
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
went, nil!" storn'n? the cous" ran
Income Tax Rulings
no Md after eftecn. O. G SWiacfftr behi"d a throne, but manfully decid- to the parts that must be made with
;
:
:
ed io work out his own salvation.
a metal finish is not only more beau-- Collector of Internal Revenue Mon- - sfa
and Red Cross Drug; Store. Adv.

In his annual report to the directors
of the association, Philip H. LeNoir,
secretary of the Y. M C. C, called at
tention to some of the activities and
accomplishment of the. year which
closed November 1, marking the com'
first 12
Dletioa of Mr. LeNoir's
months' connection with the institution. The report was a mere remind
er of the value of the Y. M. C. A. to
The directors ex
the community.
when they
their
surprise
pressed
learned the number of social events
which had occurred and the amount
of practical work accomplished.
Here are some of the things accomplished by the association:
Gave a social last fall at which
election returns were read.
Handled eight Santa Fe concerts.
Gave delightful Thanksgiving din
ner for the "Men away from home."
Roney's boys concert given under
the auspices of the association.
Addedi phonograph to the equip
ment, furnishing good music and en
tertainment for the men and boys
who frequent the lobby.
Purchased a soda fountain.
Secured the services of an assist
ant secretary.
Purchased n new typewriter, which
was necessary because of the increased correspondence of the association.
All letters sent out have carried1 with
them, a strong boost for khs Vegas.
Increased membership from 201 to
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Bradley Scarfs
and Mufflers

Bradley Knit
Hoods

Men's Sweaters
50c to $6.50

Women's Sweaters

$2.00 to $8.50
4

Children's Sweaters 50c to $3.50
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65c to $2.00
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

SAVES DAUGHTER

BIGGi'S

LAURA

CLAIM ONCE

APE'S

DE-SIR-

E

vents Daughter's Untimely End.

FOR MEAT

MURE
ACTRESS WHO LEFT HUSBAND
FOR MILLIONAIRE ASKS FOR
HIS ESTATE

-

Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
enyining ior neany six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was uuwn m oeu ior inree momns.
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
tuuia noi ao me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my molher advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
u was no use ior i was neany aeaa and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
i iook eleven conies, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine in
the world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. " '
If you suffer from anv of the ailment
peculiar to women, get a botjle of Cardui
We ' ow
today. Delay is dangerous.
it will helD VOU. for it has helned so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.

Jorsev City. N. J.. Nov. 13. Vice- chancellor Griffin, Bitting iff chancery
court, today took up for hearing the
case of Laura Biggar Bennett, who at
ome time was a well known actress
against the executors of the estate of
her husband, Henry M. Bennett. When
tie settlement of the estate, which
was worth nearly $2,000,000, began,
it is said that the actress agreed to
to accept $240,000 as her share, and
has received a large part of this
amount. She is now endeavoring to
recover the remainder.
Laura Biggar's fight for the Bennett estate has for more than ten
years been sensational In the exWritt tor Chftttanooim MftriiHnA Cn frfia
treme. Starting life on the stage Advisory
Dept., Chattanooga.
Term., for Sudal
on your easa and
book, "Horn
about 25 years ago under William A. Initrmctimt
Treatment for Woman." lo plain wrappsr. N.&iaf
Brady's management, Miss Biggar
married an actor named Richardson,
and after divorcing hira was married Dr. Hendricks was Miss Biggar's phyto James Willis McConnell.
Later sician, and the proprietor of a saniwife
the
of
she became
Burt Haverly, tarium, in which, It was said, was
an actor. While she was playing the bom the child which Miss Biggar
Widow in "A Trip to Chinatown" she claimed to be the posthumous child
met Henry L. Bennett,' millionaire of Bennett, and which played an' Imowner of theaters in Pittsburgh and portant part in the litigation.
The conspiracy charge against the
Brooklyn.
Bennett 'even then was so old as three resulted in the jury at Freehold
to be decrepit. His attentions to finding .Hendricka and Stanton guilAs
Miss Biggar resulted in trouble with ty and acquitting Miss Biggar.
her husband., As a result Haverly se- an aftermath of the affair the wife
cured a divorce. Miss Biggar then of Dr. Hendricks sued Miss Biggar
left the stage, where she had made for alleged alienation of her hus
her most decided hit as Iza in "The band's affections.
In 1903, and agaiu in 190G, it was
Clemenceau Case," and became the
reported that Miss- Biggar, or Mrs.
nurse and companion of Bennett.
On April. 11, 1902, Bennett died, Bennett, as she has since been known,
and Miss Biggar was left 60 per cent had agreed to accept a settlement of
of his estate under his will. Not con- 'her claims against the Bennett estent with this settlement Miss Big- tate. At one time it was said she
gar, who then called herself Mrs. had received $620,000 and at another
was placed at $400,-00Bennett, put in a claim for the en- time the amount
is
that at various
certain
It
tire estate on the ground that she
was Bennett's widow. Following this times she received larse sums from
claim charges of conspiracy were the executors, but it is believed now
now practically without
brought against her, together with that she is
Dr. Charles C. Hendricks and Sam- funds. Hence, her renewed endeavors
uel Stanton, formerly justice of the to secure the whole or a large' part
is left of the Bennett
peace in Freehold, N. J., where Miss of what
Biggar was living at the time.
Stanton jwas brought into the case
tecause he claimed to have married
In case Cornish should not be able
Bennett and Miss Biggar, and a mar- to play any more this year, Yate will
riage certificate signed by him play- be hard put for a first-clas- s
ed an important part of the affair.
-

i

Have Been Restored to Health By Lydia E.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound.
There is no doubt about this fact. Why ! during the
last 30 years we have published in the newspapers of this
country volumes of letters from women who have been relieved of all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
old medicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
honest expressions of gratitude coming from grateful hearts.
Surely you can believe these women.
Mrs. L. s. BREXNER, Hudson, Mich., says:

" Sometime ago I was taken with a terrible
pain in my right side, such
sharp pains just like a knife sticking me. I tried hot applications but that
did no good. I went to our family doctor (we were living in Fayette, Ohio,
at that time) and he said it was organic inflammation. I doctored with him
a while but kept getting worse. The
was so terrible I could hardly
stand on my feet. I would have that pain
pain in my right side, and a
dull heavy pain the whole length of sharp
limb. I realized that something
had to be done quickly so I looked upmyall of
advertisements I could
find, and saw several that described my case. your
I got a bottle of Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the first dose, and
when I had taken two bottles my trouble
was
Your medicine has
done so much for me that I am willing you should gone.
publish this letter for the
sake of other suffering women."-- Mra
L. S. ISkenneb,
Hudson, Michigan.
'
Mrs. L. E. BOWERS, Girard, Pa., says
" I take pleasure in informing you of what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me. I had a sick Bpell last February and for
some months after that I was not regular and had many bad
I
was tired all the time, had dull headaches, not much appetitefeelings.
and also
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Your Vegetable Compound
has entirely cured me and I feel that too much cannot be said in its
as I am now able to do my own work. You are perfectly welcome praise
to use
my testimonial for the benefit of others." Mrs. L. E. Bowers, R.F.D. No. 1
'
Girard, Pa.
:-

-

Mrs. ELIZABETH GEXTILCORE, Buffalo, N.Ysays- :" I feel that I must write to you about your wonderful remedies. About

ten years ago I was troubled with female weakness and was all run down.
I was tired all the time and could hardly walk without feeling dizzy. J
heard about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, took it, and also
used the Sanative Wash. I got stronger, and have not had those dizzy
spells since. I feel that I owe my health to you, and hope your remedies
will help others as they have me. I tried most everything I heard of, and
yours are the best medicines for women's ailments." Mrs. Elizabeth
86 Glor Street, Buffalo, New York.

For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for female ills. "No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this
medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored soinanysufferinfrwoitien to hcsUth.
to tYItt 4 E.PIIfKIf AM MEDICI IE CO.
V (COSITOEJiTIAL) LYNN, M ASS., for advice.
,
our letter will toe opened, read and answered
llV A WOItllin AtJ.--l
I In
nnnfllAi
fa-mo- us
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ENGLISH PROFESSORS ADVANCE
NEW THEORY OF ORIGIN OF
HUMAN RACE

flesh-eatin-

f"P

if:..

London, Nov. 13. The existence of
human beings on this earth may be
due, says Professor Carveth Read of
the University of Cambridge, to an
accidental liking for animal food upon the part of an ape in the distant
ages. This' ape, he argues, probably
got tired of living in the trees and

subsisting upon nuts, leaves and fruit,
and it climbed down and began to
seek flesh and blood. Thereupon, ac
cording to Professor Read, nine pro
gressive, evolutionary changes occur
red to the
ape In the
gorder:
1.
Life on the ground and beyond
the limits of the forest.
2. The erect gait as the normal
mode of progression, with all the
changes of bone, joint and muscle that
make this possible.
3. The lengthening of the legs and
specialization of the feet..
4.
The shortening of the arms and
development of the hands.
5. The use of wrought
weapons
and snares.
G.
Association and
for
the purpose of hunting, especially the
hunting of big game.
7.
The beginnings of articulate
speech as a means to such
tion.
Great increase of knowledge and
intelligence as required 'by the 'change
of life.
9. Discovery of the way to pro
duce fire during the making of wea
pons of flint or wood.
All (the prominent
characters.
functional and structural, that distin
guish man from the anthropoid apes,
except his relative nakedness," says
Professor Read, T'might be understood
as consequences of his having shown
a special liking for animal food. Many
primates eat various sorts of animals,
but only man can be called carnivorous. Early art, magic and religion
owed much to the savage's intense in
terest in animals."
Professor Harry Campbell of Lon
don University, also takes the view
that man owes his origin to an ape's
longing for animal food. "Man's evo
lution from the ape," he says, "has
been essentially a mental evolution.
Only a being possessed of prehensile hands, capable of giving effect
to the dictates of mind, could evolve
into man.
"An oyster endowed with the mind"
of a Newton would In no way be advantageous in the struggle for existence. It was the abandonment of an
arboreal for a terrestria life, in the
search after animal food, which de
termined man's evolution from the
ape. While the carnivorous mammal
was a perfect butchering
machine,
endowed with the necessary instinct
for scenting and stalking its prey,
and 'the necessary equipment of
muscle, tooth and claw for seizing
and destroying it, the prehuman ape,
lacking those endowments, but gifted
with hands and no small degree of intelligence, was obliged to rely upon
those in hunting his prey.
"For blind instinct he had to substitute strategy; for natural weapons
he had to substitute weapons made
"by hand.
Intelligence thu'j began to
count in the life struggle, and mental evolution was correspondingly accelerated. The first employment of
crude weapons by the few created a
new standard of mental fitness and,
by the elimination of those incapable
of attaining it, compelled a levelling-uot the entire species to that

13, 1913.

THREE

circumstances it is bound to go to
the wall.
"It is; the growth of the brain which
has been the primary factor In the
s
How to Avoid Those Pain and
evolution of man.' He was originally
Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.
equipped for articulate speech and his
chin developed for other reasons. The
power of speech never depended upon
the shape of the chin."
Professor w. .Boyd Dawkins, at the
head of the department of geology
victoria
University,
Manchester,
agrees with the three foregoing pro
1
fessors of anatomy to the extent that
he believes that the evolution of the
hand has been a most important fac
tor in the evolution of man and that
the evolution of the hand led to the
growth of the brain. But he believes
there were other though lesser fac
It Is a pity more women do not know ot tors also at work. Speech
played, he
Mother's Friend. Here is a remedy that softens
the miiBcles, enables them to expand without says, a subordinate part, adding that
any strain uon the ligaments
and enables
there is no necessary relationship be-women to ro turmiKn maternity without pain,
nausea, morning sic kness or any of the lireaclwi I tw
WI1 speech and intellige;
i
fiymntoms so tumniar to many mothers.

MAN GREW FROM

Advice of fuotlier no DoaU Pre

NOVEMBER

I

There is no foolish diet to huruMa

th.

mtn

The thoughts do not dwell upon pain and
for all such are avoided.
Thousands of
Declare War on Coldi
women no loneer reslim themselves
to the
A crusade of education which
thought that sickness and distress are natural.
alms
They know better, for in Mother's Friend they 'that common
colds may become unIiave found a wonderful, penetrating remedy to
common within the next
banish all those dreaded exiierience.
generation"
It Is a subject every woman should be famt. has been
begun by prominent New
liar with, and even though she may not
York
fueh a remedy, she will now and then require
meet
physicians. Here Is a list of the

g

some prospective

mother

to whom a word la
come as a won- -,
remedy Is sol
Jl.00 a bottleJ
Is really worthV
to the Brml. I
Held Regulator
Co.. 127 Lamar jtldg., Atlanta,
Ga., for a most valuab'
wlc

i iimu win
a.MiL
This famous
derful blessing.
cy all druggists, and la only
It Is for external use only, and
Its weight In gold. Write

'

University of Manchester says it is
perfectly clear to him that man evolved from the ape because a certain
branch of the higher anthropoid apes
had been exposed to difficulties.
"So
long," he says, as an animals lives in
a suitable environment and has no
trouble, there is no change.
"it only advances because difficulties present themselves.
A creature
with a growing brain constantly, out
of curiosity, Intrudes into new
and exposes itself to a
new environment, and therefore unless it adapts its intelligence to those

"don'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the

cold:

"Don't sit in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
as possible. To accomplish that you
will find Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy most excellent. Sold by all deal-

ers.

Adv.

TO DISCUSS

CHILD

PROTECTION

Lawrence, Kas., Nov. is. The reform of the existing laws of Kansas,
so as better to protect the children in
this state will be the leading subject
of consideration and discussion by
leading speakers at the annual joint
session of the Kansas Conference of
Charities and Corrections, the Insti- -

"The evolving man, like s ape an
While
in
cestor, was polygamous.
n
times success in
early
securing wives rested essentially up
on brute force and courage, in pro
cess of time mental excellence began
to play, its part. It was the man
combining a good physique with high
mental endowment who became the
tribal leader and secured the largest
number of offspring to inherit his
homo-simia-

"Similarly, Intertribal
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tight feeling in the chest accomby a short, dry cough, Indicates an inflamed condition in the
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
panied

from Soro Foot
Use TIZ, for Tender Feet, and Be Free

From Foot Troubles.

size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP; you get with each bottle a freq
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest. The syrup

TIZ, for tender feet, ends all foot tor- relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamation. It la an
tures Jn a soothing, comfortlnir
Shoes oel as easy as slippers once TIZ ideal combination for curing colds
bas relieved
settled in the lungs. Sold by Cen
your feet.
tral Drug Co. Adv.
TIZ softens the
hardened skin
that forms corns,
HONORS FOR NOTED SURGEONS
bunions and calChicago, Nov. 13. More than 1,000
at
relieves
luses,
once and, fiprominent surgeons of the United
I Vtf7
nally does away
States and Canada today received
with them.
degrees at the first convocation of
Sore feot, tired
the
American
feet feet chafed,
newly constituted
f
swollen- and
College of Surgeons. The degrees
smarting, are
were presented by Sir Rickman God-lequickly cured by
TIZ. no mutter
president of the British Royal
In
how bad
College of Surgeons, who also deliT-ere- d
shape. The
the oration of the day. Among
smelly feet of
the recipients of the honors were
summer the
cbllblnlned feet
Charles F, Stokes, surgeon general ot
of winter, are
unknown to the
the United States navy; George H.
nian or woman
'surgeon general of the UniTorney,
who faithfully
uses TIZ for ten
ted States . army, and Rupert Blue,
der feet.
TIZ acts, right off Is unlike all other surgeon general of the public health
foot remedies. Price 25 cents at drug and service of the United States. ,,
department stores If your dealer wont
The American College of Surgeons
supply yon with TIZ, we will, by maiL
on receipt of price.
was organized at a national medical
Ask for TIZ net TIZ and tal-- na
held last May in Washingsubstitute. Walter Luther Dodge g CO congress
ton, D. C, along the lines of the Britim So. Wabash Ave., Culcago.
ish Royal Colleeg of Surgeons, "to
tute of Criminal Law and Criminology elevate the standard of surgery on the
foot-bat-
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-

e,

mum
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American continent." It is not a
school of surgery, but an association
embracing the leading surgeons ot
the United States and Canada. Dr.
J. M. T. Finny of Baltimore is president of the organization.

and the Probate Judges' association,
which met here today at the Invitation of the University of Kansas and
will remain in session at the campus
for three days. An unusually interesting program has been arranged
for the joint meetings.

In damp, chilly weather there is
always a large, demand, for. BAL
Cause of Insomnia
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
The most common cause of insom- many people who know by experience
nia is disorders of the stomach and its great relieving power In rheu-

Chamberlain's Tablets matic achea and pains, prepare to
constipation.
correct these disorders and enable apply it at the first
twinge, Price
you to sleop. For sale by all dealers. 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
Adv.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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least brainy by the most brainy tribes,
Regarding man's ultimate psychic des-

i

!

i

led to the ceaseless destruction of the

tiny, Intellectual evolution has ceased, not because it has reached its
possible limit, but because super-normintelligence no .longer enhances
the chance of survival.
'On thei other hand, moral evolution
is proceeding by the survival of superior mora types; man, in short,
tends to become better, if not cleverer,"
Professor O. Elliot Smith of the
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bom with a nibad ef so many limlta-tlan-s
that he Is precluded from appreciating the fact that more than
one man can be locked in a cell in
our county jail at one time. If "it
were not cruel we would say that a
hundred men of Mr. Earnest's breadth
could be locked in any cell in our
county jail at ne time and still leave
room amply sumcient to accommodate four or five menof the average
intelligence of most oTour San Miguel
county prisoners. And we would say
further, ware ilt not that we are
averse to hurting Mr. Earnest's feelings, that If he could, in some way,
have composed' and written his report
to the governor by mechanical means
he would probably now be ip a better
position to 'criticise certain officials
of this county for signing their names
with a fac simile stamp.
Knowing full well that we must
have vast influence with Governor
McDonald and that he will follow our
advice, we recommend to him that
h
send Mr. Earnest to attend the
eighth grade again in the hope, per
haps futile, that he may learn something about his mother tongue.. We
make no recommendations as to his
mental equipment except tnat the
supposed 6eat ot it, his brain, be
properly preserved for the study and
research, of experimental psycholo
gists.

itHl

gomery took the position that
not render the assessments of tae
state boards void, even though certain formalities had not been gone
through.
Judge Allen said :"I know of no
authority that justifies an increase ;n
the valuation of property in that manner by such methods.

ins
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WANTED IN WAR SCENE

FOUNTAIN FENS;

Fleet of Aeroplanes Manned by Famous Aerial Navi(ators Will
"It appears, from an examination of
Picture Advanced Warfare in "The Golden God"
various cases cited, that the state s
of Commercial Bodies Assures Success for Manager of
Editor.
M. M. PADGETT....'
making an effort to justify the rais
ing of an increased revenue.
Lubin's New Mexico Company's Greatest Production
The action of the tax commission
shows a disregard for every decent,
The ready response by the Las worthy of Mr. Fielding's ingenuity
modern, respectable method of pro- i
Vegas commercial bodies and busi and daring In the attainment of ef
cedure of any court or tribunal hav ness houses and generous support of fect and correct atmosphere for his
Entered at the postoffice at East
ing Judicial powers.
the Klks' lodge to declare a holiday plays. The terror of the skies and
"No assessor or tax commission can when the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transstaging of the great batUe the menace of the aeroplane In warenter solemn judgment against the scenes in Romaine
mission through the United States
Fielding's mam fare is on the lips of every army
mails as second class matter.
property of an Individual In such a moth
picture "The Golden God" man the world over. Mr. Fielding
summary way, without granting an takes place assures the attainment of has anticipated the Interest and the
and wrest his property from the
appeal,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
spectacular proportions planned culmination of inventiVe genius in
him without due process of, law. No
Mr. Field warfare and will present it in the
the
Carrier
by
Daily, by
constitution or judicial tribunal will
v5
most advanced and spectacular fashing.
I'er Copy
sustain the taking, ex parte, of a
1
sent
ion.
been
have
Advertisements
One Week
y .65
man's estate.
The sight of this great assembly
,
broadcast asking for 5,000 men to asOne Month
"In my opinion the state legislature sist In the assemblies and battle the battle on land and' then overhead
7.50
On? Year
did not intend to give the tax comIs
scenes. The first shipments of uni- the struggle of the
Dally, by Mall
or
state
board
mission
of
equalization
New
at
the
wardrobe
a
of
?6.00
to
forms
augment the large
worthy
production
Ope Year
the power to value the estate of any maintained
3.00
in the New Mexico studios York Hippodrome, but this time the
Six Months
manner.
person In such aji Irregular
arrived yesterday, and Mr. Fielding metropolis is to be denied this priviTo eauallze means to compare one
is now looking for this large number lege and jt is to be given to Las
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
piece of property with another of the of men to fill them; $2 per day will Vegas. Undoubtedly railroad excurGROWER
same class. The order of the state be the
wages for men and $3.50 a day sions will be run so that thousands
52.00
One Year
boards Is not an equalization, it Is an for man and horse. The work prob- the state over will have the opportun
A Laugh That Rolls Into ft
1.00
Six Months
arbitrary Increase, and' violates the
will last several days and likely ity of witnessing the spectacle in the
ably
01BECT FROM 2 YEARS RUN IN CHICAGO AND NEW YORK CITY
constitution and. the statutes.
will commence Monday, weather per- real before the daring feats are reo
A PAUALLEL CASE
(Cash in Advance for Mall
mitting. Those desirous of enlisting corded on the film to be carried the
S
Subscriptions)
for this work should register with world over, the silent drama of a
DISTRICT
THE
THOSE
or
aa
Remit by check, draft or money
battle and its solution in
W. O.. Wood at the E. Romero Hose world-oldThe city of Denver has been sucATTORNEYS
CITY AND VICINITY
order. If sent otherwise we will not cessful in its attempt to. prevent the
the'
1950.
of
station.
struggle
and Fjre company
' LAUGH
& Harris,
be responsible for loss.
assessor from raising Its tax valua
$50,000 Cost of Production
0FE EAR. Cohan
Without seeming to attempt to palMany Sights for Spectators
of
foremost
f
Specimen copies free on application. tions in accordance with the order of Hate the
. The estimated
actuaj production
alleged frightful, amazing,
The staging of the mammoth battle
sendthe Colorado board of taxation. The astonishing, unbelievable, and revolt scenes which will be the greatest cost of "The Golden God" will probour
to
city
ing
will
which
to
of
con
all
the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT case is almost parallel
ing condition of official affairs in ever made in America for moving pic- ably exceed $50,000,
jhe
All pur
in
be
Las
Vegas.
dition existing in New Mexico, where San Miguel county revealed by the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
expended
melo-dramat- ic
tures, will prove ol1 unusual interest, chases'
PAID FOR
the board of equalization has ordered report of the governor's traveling
possible are being made with
as they will war In all its
of the cenfarce
presenting
and jobbers. It is
material raises in valuation. Doubt auditor,
several
after
compiled
if
the dash and crash of local merchants
and
I want
reality
grim
tury
Mr. Fielding's desire to confine the
less the taxpayers of this state who months arduous labor atthe expense
1 ft
them
and infantry, the
to
artillery
cavalry,
are guaranteed the
greet
Advertisers
have instituted proceedings to pre of' the people of the state, through rush and rumble of thousands of mil entire production to this city and it
a
with
capacity
circulation
and
weekly
daily
largest
is sincerely hoped he will obtain
vent the raises being spread upon the the most disinterested and
house.whichwill
itiamen, the spitting cannon and
of any newspaper In northern New assessor's
men and support here to avoid
will be encouraged ical motives on the part of the govenough
rolls,
their
all
add
insure us of all
mortar, will
belching
Mexico.
to learn of the victory in' Denver.
ernor, we cannot refrain from com- fascinating interest to the wonderful calling in outside help to stage the
6 their attractions
The following news account from ment on the auditor's discovery that,
production.
5'
playing here in
spectacle.
The studios have been nests of exthe Rocky Mountain News consequent as shown by the warrants, there' were
TELEPHONES
the future.
The dramatio pictures of the great
r
citement all this week, carpenters,
Main 2 ly will be .of interest to Las Vegas two district attorneys in San Miguel mobs
Business Office
typifying the labor revolution
News Department
Main 9 and1 San Miguel county tax payers, county in the first quarter of 1907, which in Mr. Fielding's play are the property .masters, scene shifters all
'"
and scurrying getting to
who recently decided to take legal says the Albuquerque Herald.
opposing forces of the money con- hurrying
to
the
0
prevent
action, if necessary,
As a matter of fact it is stated on trolled armies, will assume awe in- gether the massive interior sets juid
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1913. raising of valuations:
scenes which are now being taken.
the best authority that San Miguel spiring proportions. ,
- - The interiors are all massive and 'I
Judge George W. Allen of the dis county did not have two district atOFFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-O- F trict court permanently enjoined Com torneys at that time. She had only Aeroplanes Typify Advanced Warfare rich In design and extreme care is
SEATS AT MUUPHEY'S
.Ol! LACK
The fleet of aeroplanes manned by being taken In their production. One
missioner of Finance Clair J. Pitche one. And It does appear that in the
from increasing the assessed valuation progress of such a searching and im- the most skillful aerial navigators of the largest casts of principals ever
war- used will support Mr. Fielding, who
The office of traveling auditor of of Denver $101,000,000, as ordered by
partial inquiry as the governor's aud- will typify the advanced mode of
was
the state of New Mexico should be, the Colorado tax commission and itor is presumed to have conducted, fare in 1950, the period ra which the will essay the role of "The Golden $5.507.CO; ' bulls $4.757.25; calves ing decidedly atcive. The cause
Buenos
a
cable
from
saying
Ayres
$6.5010.
and until recently piesumably was, state board of equalization, when the he mignt have ascertained this fact. play is laid.
Negotiations are now God," the diotative head of "Consoli
Market that of the crop about 2,000,000 acres
8,000.
Sheep,
receipts
Investment Of course it Is possible that officials on for the bringing' jf & number of dated Industries," which controls the
occupied by a man of integrity, intel petition ot the
Lambs have been entirely
10
lower.
cents
to
destroyed by
ligence and ability ac least along company came up before him yester tried to conceal the fact from the in- trained aviators who i'ill fight a bat world's finances and sources of pro steady
the special lines of accounting'.
But day on a demurrer by Attorney Gen quisitor and made a secret of it; but tie in the air. The magnitude of this duction, according to the play, in $7.258; yearlings $5.50t6.35; we- drought and heat. Opening prices
cent higher and
were VY to
thers $4.755.50; ewes $45.
Since the governor of the state has eral Fred Farrar.
even at that, the trained investigator attempt at spectacularlsm Is fully 1950.
further
material
a
market
the
made
the
to
an
in
with
the
gone
newspapers
The decision was based upon
should have been able to ferret it out.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
relations without the knowledge of
advance. The close was steady
traveling auditor's report on the con- terpretation of the statute creating There really couldn't have been two
New York, Nov. 13. Influences rethe provisional president of Mexico.
to
cent net higher.
dition of affairs in San Miguel county, the tax commission, and on the plead district attorneys. They would have
Close friends and personal asso- cently operative In depressing prices
it is perfectly apparent to the impar- ings of the attorney general. Judge got all tangled up wrth each other.
Unseasonable mild weather in Iowa
ciates of General Huerta appeared were ,again In play today, and the gave firmness to the corn market.
tial observer that Howell Earnest has, Allen did not touch upon the constitu- They would have been bound to inearnest as late as midnight in their as- stock market responded to them more The opening, which was unchanged
in many respects, at least made a tional questions involved.
terfere with each other and get the
fool of himself. The most charitable
sertions that they could not find him. readily. Mexican affairs were more to
cent higher, was followed by
Judge Allen found that the tax com administration of justice all balled up.
view that can possibly be taken Is mission and the board of equalization Furthermore such a phenomenon as
It was suggested in some quarters prominent in market calculations.
a slight additional rise. The close
that he has not the grade of intelli- - both ordered a 40 per cent increase twin district attorneys couldn't have
that the provisional president had The last sales were:
was steady at Vt cent net higher.
70
run away. This suggestion, however, Amalgamated Copper
gence or ability requisite In the occu- in Denver arbitrarily, without any ef- transpired without the fact getting
Oats reflected the strength of other
107
was received with skepticism.
pant of the traveling auditor's office fort to inquire into the facts of the into the press dispatches and the
Sugar, bid
grain but did so in a half hearted
91
even under Governor McDonald.
Atchison .
manner.
assessment here, as. admitted in the scientific magazines.
from Page One)
(Continued
106
The form of Mr. Earnest's report pleadings of the attorney general in
inAdvised
to
.'.
Northern
us
Germans
Pacific
the
Leave
to
First sales of provisions ranged
that
This indicates
kfrom last night's level to 57Va cents
159
is an absolute disgrace to him as an the records. He found that the state quisition which resulted in the reveBerlin, Nov. 13. The German le- Reading
150
official of the state of New Mexico. boards had exceeded the authority lation that all officials in San Miguel sent a notification to Huerta that the gation in Mexico City today again Southern Pacific
up. The closing quotations were:
55
such as he has conferred upon them by the constitu- county are rascals was a trifle de- United States government would have urgently advised the Germans resid- United States Steel
A communication
Wheat, Dec. 86yg; May 91.
104
made to the governor should be fram- tion and the statutes, and had order fective. Some of them must have no further, parley with the Mexican ing in Torreon and Durango to leave United States Steel, pfd
Corn, Dec. 69; May 70.
ed in the best, cleanest and purest ed a horizontal raise without giving been double and duplicate rascals. Can government unless the provisional those cities on account of the expecteOats, Dec. 38; May
de- d1 hostilities.
The Mexican diploCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
English. The report in question ap- taxpayers notice or hearings as requir- it be possible that the governor's aud president replied to the American
Jan $20.45; May $20.45.
pears to have been composed and ed "by statute. No respectable court, itor's desire to be strictly impartial mands by 6 o'clock last evening, he matic representatives have made fiLard, Jan. $10.92; May $11.10.
Chicago, Nov. 13. Wheat today
written by a man who is as yet almost said Judge Allen, would uphold the has led him to palliate the real situa- also indicated that the Mexican gov- nancial and other arrangements for took a fresh upward bound with buy
Ribs, Jan. $10.87; May $10.95.'
tion and make us believe some of- ernment must Inform the members the purpose of assisting them to dewholly ignorant of the existence of state officials in this course.
of the diplomatic corps of its action part. All the warnings given earlier
such a thing as grammar, and whose
Judge Allen intimated so strongly, ficial was only half rascal?
to German residents, it is pointed out,
in respect to j the congress .by.
the
that
a
o
to
"habitual thinking and writing is done that it amounted
charge,
proved fruitless, as only four left
in tho most vulgar slang. We could state officials were actuated in the
Mr. Lind left Mexico
City last
words-10,0- 00
cite at least one hundred Instances order for an increase in ussessments
night and is now In Vera Cruz. Nel
cf bad grammar, common barbarisms, by the sole desire to raise a greater
son O'Shaughnessy, charge d'affaires
Tuxpam About .10 Fall
rotten slang and incorrect punctua- revenue for the state. He also held
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 13. The
of the United States legation, awaits
tion. We shall refrain from so that, while the boards have power to
instructions from Washington. It is capture of the Mexican 'city of TuxIN
lengthy a recital, however, and call equalize between individuals, they
the
or
lower
raise
or
three.
to
two
attention to but
generally believed that Washington pam by the rebels under General
have no power
Aguilar was predicted in a radwill instruct Mr. O'Shaughnessy to
On pages 15 and 1C of the report aggregate assessments of the state
from the United States battleiogram
It
"An
over
average or counties.
close the embassy or to turn
appears the following:
L EAD
a Stein-Bloc- h
of $2197 for the period baa been the
When Judge Allen handed down his
to the legation of some friendly pow- ship Louisiana at Tnxpam, which was
picked up by a wireless station here
ost to the county each month for decision unexpectedly at 5 o'clock
er.
wood for tho county Jail, WHICH IS Assistant Attorney General Norton
All
the
as
to
future, today.
speculation
VOTES AHEAD
The message said that the federal
some
SOME WOOD." (The capitalization Montgomery, who conducted the case SHE IS OVER 4,000
doubt
is
however,
tempered
by
OF HER NEAREST COM- ;
were about to 'abandon the
troops
nai3 ours, and we make it in order to for the state, asked for the usual time
as to the state of affairs at the
;
PETITOR
and1 that several American womaccentuate the class'c beauty of the to maketa transcript and appeal, but
tional palace. Representations were city
en and children, Including the daughTwenty-fiv- e
made late yesterday afternoon to
phrase.) "Which is some wood." Ex- said that he did not know whether he
The tie in the' Jacoby contest, that
ter of the United States consul, had
cellent, Mr. Earnest. Excellent In would appeal or not. The decision
Lind
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solve your clothes problem. The same
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equal
Edith
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Wright
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Washington,
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On page 23
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tioned dates." And again, on page 24: eral Farrar, and cite judgment in tre thal, 2.C7S; C. C Gero, 959.
It was declared that Adolfo de la city of Challhuanca, one of the 10
"In making claim for the above, a lower court The mandamus case will Ilfekf, 1,605; Fred Lewis,
Lama, Mexican minister of finance, towns destroyedby the recent earth-- !
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Joe Geyer of Springer was a business visitor here for several days.
L. J. Hand came in this afternoon
from Watrous for a short business

visit

;

1

A

cb.iO

ZL

Hand-MadChristmas Gifts
Give Most Pleasure-Th- ey
Are Cheaper
They Are
More Beautiful
e

Hup-mobi-

I

the next several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. L Manheimer of Chlr
cago arrived in Las Vegas last night
for a short visit, Mr. Manheimer is
a traveling salesman and1 is accompanied by his wife.
A. E. Rutledge, professional pianoforte mechanician and tuner. "Not
the cheapest, but the best." Rosenthal Furniture Co. this week only.1
Adv.
H. O. Potter, for the past several
years a resident of this city and1 connected with the Potter Candy company, left this afternoon for Spokane,
Wash.,, where he will locate., Mrs.
Cotter left several months ago for
(hat place.
For the following three days, Friday, Saturday and Monday, I will sell

,my entire stock of trimmed hats below cost. These hats are all new and
.seasonable. Mrs. Standish Adv.

The ladies of the Methodist church
have postponed their annual bazaar
un.tr, Monday, November 17. The bazaar will be held in a location to be
soon.

announced'

STORES TO CLOSE

'

Nearly 35 business houses in East
Lss Veuas this morning signed a lis1

That the new Mora road is far the
better highway for travelers, though
it is a shdrfc distance longer than the
old1
thoroughfare was demonstrated
this week when an automobile party
made a trip over both and took an
accurate record of the comparative
times and distances. They found the
new road longer, but by exact time
the trip over it was 20 minutes
shorter than over .the old highway.
The trip was maae by John Ross,
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts and Rev. E.
C. Anderson in Mr. Ross' automobile.
The distance from the, corner of Main
and i. Eighth streets to the midthe
dle
of
bridge.
Sapello
Over the old road the journey was
12.6 miles, while the new highway
measured 13.9 miles. The reason for
better time being possible on the new
road is that it eliminates
heavy
grades and bad places wnlch abound
on the old route. Although no increase in speed was made by the auto
party they were able to make the
trip on the new highway in 20 minutes less time than that required by
the old road.
Freight wagons as well as automobiles will find 'he new road far the
better and it also will be found that
teams will stand the trip better even
at the cost of going 1.3 miles farther.
The local road boosters are anxious
that the new road be used extensively
and state that the highway Is now in
excellent condition.

Corset Covers completely made,
trimmed with dainty, beading;
,
25c
only
Pin Cushions, stamped on pure
25c
linen, simple designs
Finished Nights Gowns, 85c
value; for one week only 65c
Linen for Library Scarfs-25- c
Lace, real linen Cluny, white
and ecru, at $1, as low as.lOc
Fringe for finishing scarfs, pillows, etc.; full stock, all styles
and1 prices; 60c down to
15c
Fleisher's Yarns, per skein 10c
D. M. C. Crochet Cotton.
Royal Society Floss.
Royal Society Package Goods;
large shipment just in.
Instruction Books for
All New Crocheting

company.
F. D. Ball arrived in Las Vegas last
night from his home In Relnbeck, la.,
and will be a business visitor here
for several days.
Mrs. L. G. Harmon of Albuquerque B
came In last night and willibe a visitor with friends in Las Vegas for

540 & 25 cite.
,

Store

E. LAS VEGAS. N. M.
upp.
lliHfc.1

ens cargo

v
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signifying they will close their doors
on Wednesday from it) o'clock in the
morning until 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The spirit prevailed that the
business men are glad to assist Mr.
Fielding in making his stupendous
picture a success.
A canvass of the West side will be
taken tomorrow and from the present
indications the business men there
v. ill follow the move on this side. The
business men, however, understand
that should the day be such that it
will be impossible to take pictures,
the stores will not close. However,
the weather man says good weather
for next week and Wednesday probably will be used for the creation of
the big mob scene.

MUS1CALE WILL PRECEDE
THE
BAILE; A BIG CROWD IS
EXPECTED

Tonight at the O. R. C. hall will oc
cur the musicale' and dance to be
given by the Knights of Columbus,
and which promise to be enjoyable.
The musicale will start at 8 o clock
and Immediately after will occur the
dance.
Those in charge nave planned to
FLOOD NOT EXPECTED
make the affair one of the most en
14. Rain,
Nov.
Cleveland, O.,
joyable, ever given by this order at
which fell last night, ceased for a the O. R. C. hall. The musical
pro
time at least this morning and a gram will be excellent, those who asthaw is progressing that is materially sist being among the best musicians
aiding the city in resuming its nor- in the city.
mal condition. The cessation of the
The music for the dance will be
rain has allayed fears of flood condi- j furnished by Mrs. Simison and John
tions. While there is a marked rise Cook, known as the best dance music
in the Cuyahoga river it is not be- players in the city, and with floor in
lieved that the danger mark will be good shape the fun should, be unal
' loyed. The admission will be 25 cents.
approached.
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Calumet Baking Powder is a wonderWonderful for its saving of
its satisfaction

its economy.

1

No more expensive baking failures,,
no disappointments.
Calumet insures greater happiness. Its leavening
qualities are greater its results surer
than any other baking powder its
cost is moderate.
HIGHEST AWARD3
World'i Pura Food Exposition, Chicago, 19,
Pari Exposition, France, March, 1912
RECEIVED
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This Bank is equipped to do

Standing of the Teams
Won Lost
--

J. Harris
H. Raynolds
C. W. G. Ward
Nolette
C. Danziger

3

l

2

1

2 ,

i

.2
U
,1

.

..333
.333
.333
.000

.138

122

86
162

101

370

673

1958

J. Danziger Team
1st 2nd 3rd

To'l

:129

119
158

652

633

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Harris, President
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Cecilib Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively. Assistant Secretary

the Mexican situation with the
purpose of having it made public today, hut just before noon Secretary
Tumulty announced fhat it would be
withheld! "for the present."
. No
reason for
change in the
previous plan was given. Just before
the issue of the proposed statement
was prepared Secretary Bryan received long dispatches from William Bayard Hale, who has been conferring
with the constitutionalists at Nogales,
and from Charge O'Shaughnessy at
Mexico City, whether their contents
had to do with the sudden change

te

110
93
153
1S7

Hilbrand Harris
Ament

W.

on

Last night lat the, Elks' club a
game was bowled between the Harris
and J. Danzier teams that resulted In
favor of the former. This - leaves
three teams at .666 per cent and gives
the Springer team the lead in the
league with .750. The Harris team
won by 169 pins. The game, although
slow, was interesting.
The highest
score bowled was 454 by Ament, while
the low honors went to Greenclay
with 263. The official score is as
follows:
a. R'! Mors ' '
Harris Team
1st 2nd 3rd To'l
137 133 150
Martin
420
Bendix

280
434
454

was

not

disclosed.

soJfju

'

The statement was said at the
White House to be informative In
character. It was understood that It
might outline the future policy of the
United States. Proposals made
Mexican constitutionalists through
William Bayard Hale, President Wilson's personal representative, and a
final demand that tie new Mexican
congress be dissolved because of
questions as to Its legality, trans
mitted through John Llnd at Mexico
Clty,! brought the Mexican situation
forward another step today.
Through the unofficial envoys the
United States', without the formality
of addressing either faction directly,
has made another move to bring about
a settlement of the revolutionary
troubles of the southern republic.
While Mr. Hale" was presenting a
communication said, to embody Presi
dent Wilson's Ideas and asking for
definite assurances, that the constitutionalists r,would protect foreigners
and their .property, and restore constitutional government if the embargo
on arms were lifted, Washington was
making a final appeal to Huerta.
A rejection by Huerta might involve an abrupt termination of all relations with him, extending possibly
to the withdrawal of .American, embassy officials.
The American government still Is
desirous that the revolution be set-leby the contenders themselves, hut
the international complications that
have arisen In connection with disturbances in all parts of the republic
and the (threatened tangle over acts
of a new congress, which this government considers illegal, are said to
have prompted the Washington administration to seek definite assurances from the constitutionalists.
Back of the efforts for an understanding with Carranza is said to he
hope on the part of Washington officials that the constitutionalists will
establish a government on terms of
the closest friendship with the Unit; .
ed States.
tc-th-e

.

92
115
- 84

Greenclay
Ilfeld

J. Danziger
Conway -

--

.JAZZ

..153
597

-

TRUST CO.

...OFFICERS...

.750
.666
.666
.666

2
2
2

0

.
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legitimate banking and invites

PEOPLES BANK
John

7
W. Springer
J. Danziger
C. H. Baily

a.11

your busir ess

74
126
81
145
125

157

263
410
250
431
435

551

641

1789

97
169
85
133

WILSONDECLARES
THE OUTLOOK
FAVORABLE

Lifting the embargo oa arms is one
of the prominent possibilities if the
constitutionalists and the American
government can arrive at a satisfactory understanding. There is a hope
on the part of many officials that the
mere opening of negotiations with the
constitutionalists and the extension
of moraj support to their cause may
influence not only Huerta's retirement
but the choice of a provisional president who would be acceptable to the
constitutionalists.

place of any of the men who may be
injured in the game.
Orrln Blood and W. C. .Dennis will
officiate as referee and umpire, while
the other officials have not been chosen. The game undoubtedly will be
one of the fastest ever played In Ihe
city, and the comparatively eg.ua!
strength of both teams will make the
contest Interesting.
The advance sale has been large
and indications are that a big audience will witness the game. The first
half will start at 8 o'clock sharp and
the last half at 8:30. Dancing will
start at 9 o'clock.
LINEUP FOR THE BIG
Mrs. Simison and John Cook will
furnisb musio for the dance which
CONTEST ANNOUNCED will he charged for at the rate of five
cents a dance. The general admission to the game and the dance Is 25
GIANTS AND ATHLETES EXPECT cents.
TO "FURNISH EXCITING
The Potter Candy company has
made arrangements to serve refreshments to any one desiring them and
The last practice of the two teams will maintain a stand in the
armory.
was held last night and sl prelimin
ary arrangements made for the bas
THE BASEBALL MEET
ketball game and dance tomorrow
Columbus, 0.M Nov. 13. When the
night. The two aggregations held se- National Baseball convention
dele'
parate workouts and assigned posi- gates went into session today it was
tions to their players. The lineup of not definitely decided whether the
the two teams tomorrow night will business of the convention could be
be as follows:
concluded in time to permit adjournGiants John Webb, center; Julius ment tonight, as originally intended.
Krause and Ted Hayward, forwards; A banquet last night took the place
Frank Winters and . Dave Henden, of a night session.
"
guards.
With more than 100 cases to eon-sidAthletes Chub Swallow,
center;
the national board ot arbitraPrentice White and Frank Ambrose, tion will go into session, this afterforwards; Harold Stewart and G. Dea noon, and an effort will be made to
Marias, guards. There will :be sev- pass on all of them before
eral substitutes ready to take the

er

n

lu
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(Continued From Page One.)
or Nogales, the headquarters of constitutionalists, had incurred his optimism. He made it plain that it was
the aim of this government not only
to eliminate Huerta, but all he stood
for in Mexico's official circles.
The president let it be known that
such communications as he had received justified him in feeling that
the country approved this government's policy so far as he had gone.
Dispatches from Nogales announcing
that General Carranza would not accept mediation by this government or
any other, were met with comment by
White House officials that no medi
ation had been offered nor was likely
to be.' It is understood that the parleys so far with the constitutionalists
have been confined to a discussion of
lifting the embargo on arms and assurances for ( the protection of foreigners.
The status of the Mexican situation
up to noon today may be summed up
substantially as follows: The demands
which the American
government
made yesterday of the provisional authorities at Mexico City had not up
to that time brought any response
from Huerta or those representing

The American charge, O'Shaugnes- not been Instructed to call
for his passports, nor have any steps
been taken thus far toward the with
drawal of his diplomatic functions.
The latest American demands call
on Huerta for action which, will prevent the meeting of the congress
voted upon at the last election held
on October 26, and no rejoinder has
been made to that demand.
The unofficial negotiations which
William Bayard Hale is carrying for
ward with General Carranza at No
gales, Mexico, have to do principally
with the question of raising the embargo on arms, although It is expect
ed to develop much other informa-- l
tion concerning the 'constitutionalists.
Reports that a Pacific blockade may
be applied to the ports of Mexico are
conjectural, and no serious consideration at present is being given to
that, although it Is emong other ultimate possibilities.
mile South and Central American
countries are being consulted and: advised concerning the Mexican problem, there la no concerted move
securing united
action.
f.tnteiieot Withheld
The prurient rfl1,6,1 a
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Direct from the Indian

sortment

Reservations-Lar-

fine colorings

unique

As-

ge

patterns-a- ll

prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents I
for the approaching Holidays.
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New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
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THE BANK OF GOOD SERVICE

him.
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worker on baking day.
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FIVE

GATION IS DEFEATED FOR
tTHE FIRST TIME

DANCE TO BE GREAT

-- -x

W

OF COLUMBUS

IS

WEST SIDE MERCHANT'S AGGRE.

L.

KNIGHTS

13, 1913.

DANZIGER

O'Malley

"V

ll

J.

THOUGH IT IS LONGER THAN OLD
HIGHWAY IT ELIMINATES
GRADES

TEAM

WINNER

III

ART NEEDLEWORK

eral weeks' visit.
Dr. H. M, Smith has gone to Chicago, where he will be on business
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry McDonald of
Mora left this morning for their home
after a short visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. J. J. Bergman of Mora left this
morning for her home after having
been a visitor here for a short time.
Mir. and (Mrs. Charles G. Bailey
came In this afternoon trom their
home in Denver for a short business
visit.
Sig Nahm returned this afternoon
from eastern points, where he has
been on business for the past several
weeks.
Terry McGovern, night merchants
policeman, returned last night from
a several weeks' visit with relatives
in Iowa.
M. Martinez, a county official of
Taos county, came In yesterday evening from his home in Taos for a short
business visit.
J. S. Morrison of El Paso was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
'
He is the representative for the

OF

SAVER

x

Charles A. Henderson o St Paul,
Minn., was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
B. S. Harrison of Waterloo, la.,
came in yesterday evening for a sev-

HOAD HARRIS

NEW MORA

THANKSGIVING

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SIX

OF PUBLICATION
No 7.567
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR TSKi
FOURTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT V
THE STATE OF NEW, MEXICO
SITTING WITHIN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF SAN MIGUEL.
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,

artists,' writers, architects, sculptors, tie Art Institute, a symphony conceit

designers, etc., ever held in this
try Is at wesent assembled in Chi
annuaiJ
cago on the occasion of the
Institute
National
the
of
convention
ef Arts and Letters, the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, the
National Sculpture society, the National Academy of Design, the American Institute of Architects, and of
several other organizations of a similar nature, which opened here today
and will remain in session for three
of
days. The members and delegates
the various organizations are the
rtifsts. during their visit to thi3 city
of the combined organizations
to art, literature and music, the Uni
xrrsitv of Chicago, Northwestern uni
versity, LaVe Forest college, tha Art
T.iPitute of Chicago and other so
cieties and clubs interested in arts,
science, literature, scurpture, architecture end other branches of cultural
coun-

do)!

i

the Chicago Symphony oicnestra
under the direction of Frederick A.
Stock, himself a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters;
a drive about the city and a number
of private receptions and
Oy

Maknr of Health
honest medicine like Foley
Kidney Pills gives health to many
Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Willow
families.
St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
ill with kidney and hiaaaer trouoie.
writes: "My wife Is
Mr. Palmer
rapidly, recovering her health and
strength due solely to the ubo of FoO. G. Schaefer
ley Kidney Pills."
nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Columbus, O., Nov. 13

BIRTHDAY
Veteran pol

R.
H.
MOORE, J. M. LYON, FRED
W. BROWN and UNKNOWN
CLAIMANTS
OF INTERESTS
IN THE PREMISES ADVERSE
TO THE PLAINTIFF,
(said
premises being the land and real
estate described in the complaint
In

He

kisses.

They say there are germs

Pana's a bacteriologist and
'ake a great interest in germs.
She

INSULT TO INJURY

COLUM
RATES

fOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
advertisement! charged
lines
wil be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

D

W. m

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NOA. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night a
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue at
third
Thursday In S o'clock. Visiting members are cor
each month. Tlalting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presibrother cordially In- dent: J. T. Buhler,, Secretary; O. H.
vito TO7m T tflM. Baily, Treasurer.
H, a .Vn Pefcten, Secretary.
-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
KNIGHTa TPMDr id

LOCAL TIME CARD

r;

jf

'

"

UT3-

j iu eacn montA at
onic Temple at 7:I p. m. Q.
KlnkeL B. C; Chaa. Tamme.
confer.

y

-

East Bound
Arrive

Ma--

h.
Re-- No.

9:10
No.
.11:05
. 2:05
No
No. 10..' . 1:45

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 n. ni. w
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood., HnnrntniT .
j

You and each of you are hereby
notified that an action or suit to
auiet title has been commenced
against you and each of you, in the
above entitled District Court, said
cause or action being entitled ana
numbered on the docket of said

Rate

CAFF

AND

REGULAR DINNERS
SHORT ORDERS AN
WAYS HANDLBI)
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAIN MILE

TISEMENTS

To C H. SMITH, ERNEST R,
MOORE, J. M. LYON, FRED W
BROWN and UNKNOWN CLAIM
IN THE
ANTS OF INTERESTS
PREMISES.'
ADVERSE "TO THE
PLAINTIFF (said premises being the
land and real estate described In the
complaint In this action), being the
defendants in the above entitled

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

CHAPMAN

cause:

Reduced

I

this action)'.

13he

SOCIETY DIREGTORY

'ABT

Defendants.

iticians remember the day as the cen
tenary of the birth of pie late Allen
G. Thurman, Ohio's "Grand Old Ro
man." who for a generation was the
leader of the democratic party of this
-ii state and one of the great men in the
."-" "iir
United States senate for 12 years.
Allen G. Thurman was born in Lynch'
burg. Va.. November 13, 1813. In early
youth he moved with his parents to
Chlllicothe, O.. where he wa3 feau
cated. Tounk Thurman was private
secretary to Governor Lucas of Ohio
in 1834 and the next year was admltt
ed to the bar. He was elected to the
To Albuquerque For
iwontv-nintc.onirress and vr.m the
nuncest member of that bod. After
erving as chief justice ol uio Ohio
uueme court he was d'sniicni'n randiiiaio for governor in 13V7. uut was
rfpff ated for Rutherford B. Hayes. In
To Be Held November 23-2- 6
183.1 he was elected tJ the United
stir, pa eenate. and he became he ac
FARE
ONE AND
knowlc&ed leader of the democratic
FOU THE ROUND TRIP
minority. Jn 1881 Mr. Thurman was
succeeded in the senate by John Sher
Attend this convention and
man. In 1888 he was unanimously
nominated for vice president of the
eniDV a splendid program, Ad- United States by the democratic nadresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
with
on
ticket
the
fional convention
jtj United States Commissioner of
Cleveland. His death occurred
Grover
edu'i Education, and other noted
In Columbus on December 12, 1895

I

1913.

ohe OPTIC

vs.
ERNEST
SMITH,

C.

unnrt

ALLEN G. THURMAN'S

13,

Plaintiff.

A

A

NOVEMBER

NOTICE

LIKED 'EM

lART LEADERS MEET IN CHICAGO activity. The program for the threo
Chicago, Nov.' 13 The most notable days will Include a luncheoi fcl'tn
gathering of distinguished American by the Cliff Dwelier3 a reception by

THURSDAY,
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Meets every Monday evenlne- m
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ATTOKNEYx

1.

court as above set forth; that the
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIH a
genera? objects of sa!d action and the
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
nature of the relief prayed for are as
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
George
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
follows: That all unknown persons
Attorneys-at-Lam.
r.
Eiwood, secretary; Karl Wertz
who claim any interest or title ad
New Meile
Las Vegas.
C.
V.
in
land
the
Treasurer;
verse to the said plaintiff
Hedgcock, Cemeterj
man
as
WANTED
Position
by young
Trustee.
and real estate described In the com
Ad
stenographer or bookkeeper.
plaint In this action, being the same
dress postoffice box 173.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets leeonrt and
land and real estate hereinafter de
defend
fourth Tuesday evenlne of each
"Blast it. Sir! Your dog tried tc scribed, may be made parties
month Elks' home on Ninth Btreet and
bite me! Is there anything the mat ant in said action by. the name and
Claimants of In
for wltk him?"
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
"Evidently. He's either near-sigare cordially invited. Gov. Wro. J.
terests in the Premises Adverse to
This
ed or else lacking in good taste.
the Plaintiff," as above set forth; NICE quilts for sale. 618 Main.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
that the said plaintiff's title and es
Secretary.
Silver
tate in the land and real estate de $3,000.00 buys a nicely furnished 5-CHOOSERS
BE
BEGGARS CAN'T
ac
said
in
room house in good location; good KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
scribed' in the complaint
-i- you use
tion and hereinafter described, may
barn and chicken houses. Cheaper
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
J
adverse
the
be established against
unfurnished. Call at 1026 Fifth W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
EMPRESS J
claims of the said defendants and
street.
first and third Mondays of each
cators.
said
in
of
them
one
each and every
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Would Make Them Better If They
yourselves, and that FOR SALE Pure apple cider and Ladles
cause,
including
O. L. Flerswelcome.
always
OnlllH
eaca
and
UOIND Tlllf
the defendants in said cause,
good apples. Prices right. Phone man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
rpi,
roolrar, nf FfllAT KidneV PHIS
PARK
one of them, may be barred
It "s giving you
and
the
every
Olive 5621 or call 930 Tilden.
have
absolutely
know
1IER8
that they
FROM
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
1
auu
nnmh nut nn or curauve
and forever estopped from having or
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present ror do- in
medicines tor kidney ana
hpalinii
claiming any right, title or Interest
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Tickets on sale November 21
oiimnntB una urinary uios
real
ing something
or to the said described land,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
..
to 25 inclusive. Return limit
or any part
lai inca that
i""" it in possible to produce,
and
estate
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HER LOST IIUSBAHD
By FRANK

P. JONES.

John Sichel, United States consul at
Maasdorf, looked up from bis desk, as
his secretary entered, with a patient
mile that a consul acquires after having served several months In a foreign
city. Especially If it be a seaport city
does a consul need patience, for he Is
daily beset by distressed American
sailors, ladies with social bees, dissatisfied politicians touring the country and demanding justice upon those
who have affronted them, under threat
of making a complaint to Washington,
and but every one who has ever experienced the joys of being a consul
knows all about it.
"A lady to see you, Mr. Sichel," said
the secretary. "8he Is very much agitated."
"Is Bhe a a young ladyT" queried
the consul.
Toung, sir, and very beautiful."
"Well, let her come in," sighed Mr.
eicheL
As Doris Gray entered his office
even Mr. SIchel's jaded soul was stimulated into admiration. She was young
or five; beautiperhaps twenty-fou- r
ful, pathetic and agitated. Mr. Sichel
could not forbear 'a spasm of regret
when he saw the word Mrs. upon her
card.
"Be seated, madam.

What can

"un, I know what you are going to THOUGHT HE WAS HELPING
j
say," she cried. "You are goin 10 tell
me that John is a dream, just as they
did, and that 1 aw not.
married. Countryman Had Decidedly Wrong
Idea as to Value c." His
But 1 have evi'iuuce.
Lool;!' And,
Services.
pulling oft her glove, she showed a wedding ring upon a very pretty finger.
Jobshaw was taking a friend for a
"I didn't doubt" began the consul
motor he had
sptn in the second-hanweakly.
"And look!" continued Mrs. Gray, picked up at such an absurdly low figand, opening her reticule, she pulled ure, when something went wrong with
out a most convincing proof of John in the works and the car stopped dead.
d
He dived under the machine and disthe shape of a rank and
meerschaum pipe, with a gold band, covered among other defects that two
on which was engraved, "from Doris auta had Jolted off during the journey.
to dear John."
"It's only a mile to the nearest
"Now do you doubt me?" she con- town, old man," said the apologetic
tinued,
owner of tk car, "if you wouldn't
"No," said the consul briskly. "A mini walking thera and get a couple
question or two. You are sure that of half-incnuts from the ironmonger
you went back to the right hotel?"
I can put the other things right by
"Of course I am," cried the girl Inthe time you get back." And for the
dignantly. "That's what the police told next half hour Jobshaw was tinkering
me. They wanted me to Inquire at and
tapping away beneath the car;
every hotel in the city. I am absolutethen he Btarted to wonder why hi?
1
ly certain why, didn't
rind John's friend had not returned.
Presently
pipe under the table, where it had ha heard footsteps.
rolled, and the thieves didn't notice it
"That you, Lprkins?" he inquired.
when they removed his things. O, can't
came the reply from a
me?
He
you help
has been kidnaped, bucolic-lookingentleman who peered
"
perhaps murdered, and I am alone
at
Jobshaw under the car. " 'E comt
The tears came Into her eyes again,
back ten minutes ago. I told 'irr,
"Now, now, Mrs. Gray," said the
across that there field
consul soothingly, "pray don't distress you'd gone
yonder.' 'E's
through
am
to
I
yourself.
going
probe this 'edges and ditches locking after yer.
mystery to the bottom. I "
and 'e 'ou't find yer foi
He broke off as the sound's of a vie Keep quiet"
lent struggle came from the adjacent hours,
"What 03 earth do you mean?" be!
room, and a moment later the little lowed
Jobshaw, as h3 wriggled intc
clerk appeared at the door.
"I've been waiting fcr his:
light.
"Mr. Sichel! Help!" he shouted.
idiot! I can't fix the car up til:
"There is a crazed assassin wants to you
he gets here."
enter "
"Want 'lm, do yer?" exclaimed the
He disappeared suddenly, and the
countryman.
"Why,
sound of the struggle was renewed. surprised
thought I was 'elpin' yer, guv-noAn instant afterward the door burst
Seein' where you'd tucked yourselt
open and there appeared a
away, I reckoned you wos 'avin' a
in
a
a
attired
silk
and
hat
figure
game o' 'ids an' seek!" tendon Mail.
to
which
of
the
latter
pair
pajamas,
clerk clung desperately.
,
With a cry of rapture Doris Gray ROSE NOBLY TO
OCCASION
ran to the apparition and, laving her
head upon its shoulder, sobbed from Bool:
Lover Seized with Avidity OpJoy.
fo." Sto.'sflj ti: His
portunity
"John! Oh, John, It's you!" she
Treasures.
'S
wept.
"It's all right, Monsieur Jean. You
Antoinette, being naturally somecan go now," said the consul to his
what catirical, I have become used to
I
a
offer
can
you
secretary. "Perhaps
hearing her describa the family as a
suit of clothes," he continued to Mr. small
body of humanity entirely surGray.
"Thanks! Thanks!" panted the ap- rounded by books, but this morning,
when she observed at the breakfast
parition. "I had an overcoat took it
from the jailer but I lost it en route table that "There are boos everyhere. I knew they wouldn't dare to where in this house except the bathfollow me inside tin's office, over which room and the fire escape" I felt obliged to reply with a certain show of
floats the American eagle."
'
lirmneas:
"John! What happened?"
statement
is
incor"My
dear,
your
Bald
more
"I
John,
"Why,"
calmly,

I do

for you?" he asked.
"I've lost my husband," exclaimed
Doris, bursting into uncontrollable

d

j

well-colore-

In the lives of most of ns,
inevitable, says the Metrohouse where
politan. It is the half-wathousands and thousands of wearied
travelers snatch a day's rest and a
night's sleep in mountain air as they
pass to and from the exhausting sights
of Italy, France and Germany. It is
the distributing center of the SwIbs
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wild-lookin- g

v

this way:
"John and I were married in Baltimore last month and came to Europe
for our honeymoon. We've visited Italy
and Switzerland and were on our way
home through Holland, as we wanted
to see the great exposition at Maasdorf. We came straight from Zurich
and engaged rooms on the third flooi
of the Hotel American, because we
liked the name, though there isn't an
American in the place. We dressed
for dinner and went downstairs, and
John bad one of his headaches and
asked the clerk where he could buy
some powders.
The clerk told him
there was a drug store on the corner,

ae-lov-

inPfin

hadn't got as far as the drug store
before two men came up behind me,
pushed me Inside, gagged me, tied me,
opened the door again, and pushed me
into a cab that was waiting. It was
all done so quickly that nobody saw
anything except the drug store clerk.
Then they put me down at the door of
a sort of big jail, whisked me inside,
and flung me into a private bedroom
with barred windows. I lay there all
night, except when the doctor came to
feel my pulse. ,He tried to take my
temperature too, but I broke the thermometer. In the morning I looked out
and the first thing I saw was the Stars
and Stripes floating from this build
ing. I knew where I was then, so
when the jailer, or whoever he was,
came in, I got him into a corner,
Knocked him down, took his overcoat
they'd taken all my clothes away and'
made for the door; Luckily it was unlocked, and so, after knocking down a
couple of watchmen I reached you."
. "Can such things be in a civilized
country!" exclaimed Doris. "Mr. Sichel,
you must cable to Washington at once.
You must present an ultimatum to the
Dutch government for Mr. Gray's
The Clerk Clung Desperately.
clothes and cane. All in the con
and John went out and never cam spiracy; drug clerk, police, hotelkeep-er- ,
clerk, matron, housekeeper, maids
back."
what does it mean? Is this a nation
"Did you ask at the drug store?" in
of lunatics V
quired the consul.
The consul clapped his hand to his
"I did, and they were positive thai
he had never entered the place. ' Si forehead.
'I have It!" he exclaimed delighted
then I rushed back to the hotel am
begged the clerk to call the police, an ly. "You came from Zurich? Your bagwhat do you think? He actually tol gage was labeled Zurich?"
me that I was under a delusion. II'
"Yes. Well?"
said 1 had registered alone and showet
"Wasn't there cholera at Zurich
e the register. There was my name when you left?"
Mrs. Gray, and no sign of John's, ani
"That's why we left in a hurry.
I saw him write his above as plain at Put"
'This is the exposition year. A-- ase
anything. So then I thought I must b
going crazy and I ran up to the thin of cholera In Maasdorf would ruin the
ifloor and asked the maid for my hua show, cost hundreds of thousands of
and. She stared at me in astonish dollars. You complained of a head
menf.
ache,- Mr. Gray. The Dutch are a com"'But madame has no husband!' shi mercial nation. Don't you see?"
You mean they fixed all that be
said, shrugging her shoulders. 'A
least, he did not accompany madame.' tween them while Mr. Gray was being
"I ran into the apartment. John hai kidnaped?" inquired the girl.
"Not kidnaped," said the consul.
left his grip on the floor and strew)
his clothes all about the room am Why, that was only the quarantine
there was everything nicely put awa; station for this district. No doubt the
and not a sign of John's baggage any doctors know by now that Mr. Gray
hasn't the cholera. Now if you take
where.
" "Madame has a touch of sun.' sug my advice "
A package for a Mr. Gray, sir,"
gested the housekeeper.
" 'I want my husband and I'm golnj said the clerk,
entering, and Mrs,
to have him!' I screamed, and then Gray opened it.
fell unconscious. They must hav
"John!" she exclaimed. "Your suit
Your hat Your shirt and collar, fresh
drugged me to keep me quiet, for
awoke at eight o'clock this morning ii from the laundry. You shoes pol
the apartment with a splitting head ished! And what's this?" she contin
ache. At first I thought it was a dream ued, holding up a glittering bauble.
but there was no sign of John. I wai
"Why, that," said Mr. Sichel, "that's
just growing frantic again when th the Order of the Blue Eagle, first
housekeeper entered and announce! class, given only to Holland's most
that the chief of police would like ti distinguished men,"
aee me.
to
"They must have telegraphed
"I dressed and hurried down. H The Hague!" said Doris Gray In awe.
too, was convinced that John was ai
"Ah, well, the Dutch get In some
illusion, and so was the hotel proprU quick work sometimes,"
said Mr.
tor. Then I told them that I was g Sichel. "You may dress in here, Mr.
lug right round to see you, and the; Gray!. Good luck to you both. No, I d
began to look scared, and tried to cals let the matter drop and go back to
me. But I told them I was an Ameri your hotel. Monsieur Jean!
can and dared them to lay a finger oi
"A gentleman's waiting to see you,
me, and I hurried away while the; sir. He says he is a college friend of
were still talking and gesticulatingyours and has been robbed "
and here I am. Now where Is John?
"Ah! Tell him I've, Just gone out of
The consul looked flabbergasted town for a month," said the consul.
How could he produce John so uncer "And
say, Monsieur Jeau!, I'm not see
He shot a fleeting glano ing
monlously.
any more ladies this morning unat his visitor.
less
Oh, well, send them all in. H's
"My dear lady," he began. In sootl part of the day's job."
consular tone.
f
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Distributing Center of the Swiss
Tourist Trade Where Tired
Travelers May Recuperate.

1

sobs.
, "Oh, well,
he can't have gone very
far," said the consul. "When did you
lose him?"
"Oh, you don't understand," cried
the girl. "I'll have to tell you. It's

AT LUCERNE

REST IS FOUND

(CopvrlKbt.

1913.

by W. O. CfcapmaaJ

rect."
"Indeed?" with an indescribably
Ironic rising inflection of which only
the feminine voice is capable. "And
may I ask why?"
"Because, my dear, the fire escape is
not in the house. It is something
quite exterior. However," I went on
hurriedly, seeing my chance and boldly resolving to seize it. "I have been
thinking of the fire escape for some
time. It has occurred to me that it
could be inclosed at a trifling expense
and would in that form afford a good
deal of wall space and shelf room
which I could utilize to advantage, at
the same time leaving ample room fot
egress in case of need."

Swiss Milkman.
Familiar Sigbt at Lucerne

tourist trade, the market, as it were,
where the high Alps secure their
knickerbockered climbers, and the upEcu-llsland resorts their
curates and their caped and green-hatteGerman families.. It is a town
which goes on in a continual turmoil
of transient visitors.. The station is a
confusion of trains and the lovely bine
lake a mere crowded pathway for the
white steamers which are forever embarking or disembarking Invading
armies. It is amazingly easy to plan
to visit Lucerne, but it is almost unnecessary somehow you always find
yourself there. And it is not worth
while to plan not to come somehow
you always find It pleasant to be there,
round-collare-

d

In Cosmopolis.
To some visitors Cosmopolis, as one
sees it on the Schwelzerhof of Quai,
may seem to be too preponderantly
German to deserve Its name. But it is
only fair to Lucerne to remember
that in Switzerland, which lies at least
adjacent, and in the tortn itself, which
is even closer at hand, is domiciled a
very considerable
and indigenous population.
Abstract
,
the Swiss, and nowhere, it is
do the nations of the world meet in
such equal and such large ntiritbers.
The foundations of the Tower of Babel
may have been considerably built over
by the new hotels "and the Kursaal,
but, in spite of Old Testament geography. It la not difficult to believe that
they still exist by the edge of the
Vlerwaldstatter See.
German-speakin-

pror-yble-

Seeing Lions.
"To see the lions of the town," is
a phrase in everyday use and of very
ancient English origin. During six
centuries, dating from the time oi
Kdward III., one of the sights oi
Loudon most eagerly sought out by
people from the rural districts and
travelers as well, was the lion menagerie of the tower.
When Hons were substituted on tht
English shield for the leopards, the
animals in the tower were changed
to accord.
The three lions were named foi
three living kings, and the fortune oi
each king was supposed by many te
be closely bound up with the fate oi
the tower animal which bore hit
name.
The Hons accordingly were
treated with the greatest respect and
consideration, and their keepers were
always, according to the old records,

USED

IN

CURE

OF

CANCER

Berlin and Other Cities Accumulating
Radium and Mesothorium
for Purpose,

"gentlemen."
After some time the lions were removed to the Zoological gardens at
Regent park.
Greatly Desired Lady.
It would appear, from bits of the social gossip of her day, that Miss
nearest approach to an oc
cupation was refusing offers of marriage. It Is stated in "Intimate Me
moirs of Napoleon III." that the name
of the "Prince of Adventurers" was
connected with hers; that she refused
the duke of Wellington, and a score oi
jesser gentlemen.
For years the great heiress was the
most glittering matrimonial prize in
England, and when at last she consented to change her condition by mar
rylng an American, a London club wit
struck a responsive chord by febservong, "I don't blame Ashmeaa Bartlett
for proposing to the baroness. I've
done it myself. I regard it as a duty
every Englishman owes to his family." Youth's Companion.

-

Berlin. The municipality of Berlin
is following the example of three or
four other German cities and is making arrangements for obtaining a supply of radium and mesothorium, in
view of the increasing importance
which they are obtaining in the fight
against cancer. Directors of hospitals
under the municipality have been asked to make detailed reports on tha
subject.
While it is an undoubted fact that
German medical authorities are growing more inclined to favor radium in
their treatment of cancer, it must be
pointed out that none of them regards
radium as an absolute cure, and that
the greatest caution must still be used
before any definite Judgment can be
passed on its efficiency.
Professor Czerny, whose name Is
highest ajjjong cancer authorities,
maintains" thaf surgical operation in
the early stages of the disease Is superior to any other method of treatment and certainly gives the best prospect of permanent relief. The professors is extremely cautious In his judgment on radium, while admitting that
in certain stages of cancer and where
the disease can be easily reached radium unquestionably is a, powerful pal
Uatlve.

,

Has Cockatoo 121 Years Old.
Sydney, Australia. One of the minor curiosities of Australia is a cockatoo, whose age is estimated at 121
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years. Its present owner has had it
for 26 years, and its former owner,
a sea captain, had it for 78 years.
The captain used to eay tha bird was
17 years old when it came into his
possession. The bird has an upper
beak nearly six Inches long, curving
Mongolian Mutton Eaters.
According to a recent traveler in toward thn rhnat. The beak, which
Mongolia, the inhabitants of that coun grows about an inch every year, has v..
try are great meat eaters, living in to be broken off when it gets too
some cases entirely on mutton. In long.
comparing the foods, the native will
ask if they are as good as mutton. It
Youth Rescues Girl.
is hot uncommon for a Mongol to conPortland, Me. Edwin Booth saved
sume ten pounds of meat at one sit- Lillian Russell from drowning at
ting. He pours mutton fat in his tea, South Harpswell. Edwin is nine, tha
which is prepared with milk from son of Charles E. Booth of Yonkera,
brick tea (the poorest grade pressed in N. ,.Y. while Lillian U thirteen, the
bricks), and of this he drinks enor- daughter of Charles A. Russell of Bosmous quantities; 30 cups a day Is not ton. The girl fell from the wharf. Her
an uncommon amount for an adult playmate, fully clad, dived into the
There are no regular hours for enting; ocean like a veteran, swam to her sld j
the native eats when opportunity of- and then to a float, drawing Uio girl
'
fers.
to safety.
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TAKE
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, sealsr and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The. Optic's Way.
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S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HalH Raynolds, Cashier. '
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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